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HALLOWE’EN PARTY jCAR DEMURRAGE
EUSTIS BRANCH
TO INSTALL STEAM RAILROAD NOTES
AT A WELD SCHOOL
HAS BEEN FILED
REHABILITATED
LOADING PLANTS
OF INTEREST
Ghost March and Witch P arad e Shippers
#

Amusing.

Take Notice
Tariff.

of

New

Langtown

Company

May

Erect Quite Extensive Pulp

Hardwood Plant.
All shippers of freight on the
Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes rail
road should be interested to know
that a tariff lias been filed with tli©
Public Utilities Commissiian and the
Interstate Commerce Commission by
the Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes
railroad effective Novem/ber 1, carry
ing demurrage charges of 50 cents
per car, per diem, after 48 hours cn
all cars received and not unloaded,
or l\»aded and not ready for ship
ment within the time limit.

(Special to Maine Woods.)
Weld, Me., Oct. 31.—A most en
joyable Hallo we’eoi party was
held
it Woods schoolhou&e Friday even
ing, October 29.
The
room
was
beautifully decorated with evergreen,
ft-rus and pumpkin lanterns. Upon
the wall were displayed the ghosts
and witches drawn by the scholars.
There were a number of pieces
spoken and a number of dialogues
shamed.
But the features which
proved the most interesting Were
the ghost march, in which the schol
ars were arrayed in long white sheet*
and ghostly masks and marched to
the tune of John Brown and the
Witch Parade to the tune of March
ing Through Georgia. Alton Proctor
tarnishing music on his violi/n. For Large Private Pond Stocked With
tunes were told by IAla Whitney.
Trout, and Good Section for
Mrs. Peltengill and the scholars de
•
Game.
serve much praise for giving all
those present an exceptionally good
It is reported that Dr. E. L. Pen
time.
Besides the scholars there were nell of Lewiston has
Incorporated
about 26 present and tine
money his farm property in New Portland
thus obtained will be used for
the selling shares of stock to a number
of Lewiston sportsmen.
benefit of the school.
The site of the farm about three
Among those that were not absent
during the ten weeks, were Donald miles from Kingfield village is one
Pettengill, Lila Whitney and Lilia i.f the finest and would make ideal
Whitney and those that were
not country club headquarters.
A large private pond which
has
Ifte for the term were Verna Viniag, Flossie Vining and Donald Pet- been stocked with trout for several
which
tengii!.
Flossie Vining and Verna 1years affords good fishing
the
Vining did not miss a word in spel will constantly improve, while
ling during the term, and Verna Vin- neighboring region is hunting ground
A Farmers’
ing was absent only one day on ac for all kinds of game.
telephone line is being installed and
count of sickness.
will be in operation this week.
One Who W as There.

MAKE GOOD CLUB
HEADQUARTERS

The Eustis branch of the
Sandy
River & Rangeley Lakes railroad
has been entirely rehabilitated from
Eustis Junction 6% miles
to the
Dyer Farm on Dead River, and a
new branch is now under construct
ion to be about 1% miles in length,
crossing Dead River and tile Dyer
Farm, and extending south into Lang
town where a large -railroad
yard
will be built, two sidings of about
1,000 feet in length, a roundabout
track and a turn tatde will he in
stalled.

OFFICIALS ON
INSPECTION TOUR

S T IN C H FI E L D — B A T E S

L. EL B O W L E Y ,
Mountain Yiew,
»
•
•

Maine.

ttm

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
•tream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
ED. G R A N T

S O N C O .,

P- O . A d d r e s s . G r a n t 's M e .

Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

nwniiw~inriiTirmnm-rfnmnm................r------ *
BALD M O U N T A IN

C A M P S B- ,d

1

M a in *

B«l(^Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on M ooselookm efwibc Lake. Near the be*t fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections— Auto
road to camp*—Telephone connections— T w o m ails daily W rite for free cirsular.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain
Maine

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River

Region

»

AS A HUNTING RESORT

1

On Saturday evening, October 31,
Milton John Stinchfield and Marguer
ite Althea Bates were married
at
the Free Baptist parsonage by Rev.
M. S. Hutchins, the double ring ser
vice being performed by him. This
marriage was quite a surprise to
their friends as the interested part
ies had taken good care that it
should be kept a secret.
Never
theless the good wishes for the
young people will be none the less
sincere and their many friends are
extending congratulations and wish
ing them many years of happiness
and prosperity.
Mrs. Stinchfield is
the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. S.
Warren Bates and has always been
a resident of the town.
She has
been a capable, girl even in her very
early years and she is well fitted to
fill the place on the farm home,
where her excellent cookery will
add much to the comfort and-- hap
piness of its inmates.
Mr. Stinchl'ield is in company with Carl Glov
er and the farm is now known and
the business conducted under the
name of JSttnch field
Grover.

HALLOWE’EN BALL
AT GRANGE HALL
The Hallowe'en dance at ^he Grange

This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access
hall last Friday night was a very
and nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.
successful affair and very well attend
Deer, partridge, duck,

bear

and

small

game

are

very ed.

About nine couples were in cos
tume
and there were some very pret
abundant.
ty costumes, as well a® comical ones.
Tb© Indian costumes of Mrs. Frank
Non-resident hunting license fee only 1 1 5 .0 0
Hodgman and Antonio Croteau were
Write the S a n d y R i v e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a i l r o a d for especially goodThose masking were; Ardine Kin
booklet with map.
ney, Kenneth Nutting, Seward Hoyt,
N. BEAL, General Manager,
Phillips, Maine Erlon Edes, Mr. and1 MrS. Clifford

River & Rangeley Lakes R. R.

Quite an innovation is being ar- I At Eustis Junction a fine new- yard
ranged for at Flagg Dam, Dallas, on has been constructed this season.
the Eustis branch, and at Reding ton Several long sidings have been in
Pond near till© clam, Where two long stalled, making it very convenient
s dings are being graded for sum for freight work in connection with
mer shipments of pulpwood by the business to and from the
Eustis
Pejepscot Paper Co.
branch.
This company is to install at these
twro places steam loading plants or
A new set-off siding is being built
carriers to take the pulpwood from in the Kenniston field, one-half mile
the water and carry and load into south of Reed’s Mill, winch will in
the cars.
About 5,000 cords
of crease the train load capacity from
wood will be loaded each year at 12 to 18 cars on south bound busin
each place for a number of years.
ess.
At Re ding ton this pulpwood will
be hauled in winter time and
un
A new side track was completed
loaded onto the Pond. For the Flagg last week sufficient to hold eight
dim operation t'he pulpwood 'will be cars near the top of Sluie hill for
lmuled in winter from the northern the use of the Pejepscot Paper
slope of Saddleback
Mountain
to Company for shipments of pulpwiood
Saddleback Lake, and driven, in t'he the coming winter.
spring down the south branch of
Dead River to Flagg dam.
A new eigthit-ear siding has been

PHILLIPS LADY
GETS THE GAME

Mountain View House
For further particu lars write or address

by Pejepscot Paper Co.

This is a fine location for a ter
minal, being in the centre of some
15 acres of level tableland, where it
is expected a business will be done
for at least eight tfoars. Shipments
of 10,000 cords of pulpwood will be
made from this point, and the Lang
town Company, who own I-niigtown,
has under consideration the erect
ion of a large hardwood plant for
manufacturing the many millions of
feet of most excellent
hardwood
tributary to that point.
The Langtown Company is under
stood to be owned by the
Russell
estate of Boston.
The president is
G. H. Clough and Chester W. Alden Two
is manager.

The annual inspection of the Sandy
River & Rangeley Lakes
railroad
was made the first of the w-eek by
special train service and in the party
PLEASANT ISLAND C A M P S
HOTEL B L A N C H A R D
Morris
McDonald,
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex- were Presides
STRATTO * MAINE
I celled. Best of hunting. Special rates Vice President George S. Hobbs,
In the center of the Fish and Game 1for June, October and November. General Manager F. N. Beal and
Sectio*. Write for booklet.
Write for bookletDirector Weston I>ewis, one of the
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER. Prop., former owners of the line.
STRATTON M AINE.
R. H. G R O S E . Prop.
Pleasant Island,
Maine
In addition to the main line
the
following lines were inspected: Barnjum, Mt. Abram and Eustis.

ftlountain View, Maine

Operations Much Activity Apparent on Sandy

Fine Deer the

completed near Gull Pond for the
u?e of the S. D. Warden Paper Co.,
for the shipments of poplar
pulp
wood the coming season.

Engine No. 18 which was the mate
to Old Mogul 16, has been shipped
Result of a to the Water vito© shops and will be
rebuilt like No. 16.
i

Hunting Trip in Stratton.

To conform -with the government
There is no sportsman or sports requirements, the Sandy River &
woman who starts out ou a hunting Rangeley Lakes railroad lias instal
trip vviiitli more zest than does Mrs. led automatic equipment and safety
George B. Dennison of this
town appliances, and has practically equip
ai:H few who have-a surer aim when ped its entire rolling stock, consist
ing of 75 box cars, 100 rack cars,
tl.« time comes to down the game.
automatic
Mrs. Dennison has secured a deer and 100 flat cars, wiith
couplers
and
Westlmghous©
air
each year for sc me time, and has ha
as a companion many times Mrs. J. brakes, so that now all heavy freight
W. Carleton, Who is also a good shot. trains regard Leste of their length are
They have hunted by moonlight as a'ways under control of the engin
This is a great change from
well as daylight and have watched eer.
the
days
of t'he band brake, when
under trees fer a deer many nights
until the wee sma' hours and usually the brakemail had to stand out and
brake the trains by hand regardless
with success.
of weather conditions.
This year Mrs. Dennison .received
invitation from her
cousin, Mrs.
A new steel bridge has just been,
Frank Morrison of North Ohesterville to be her guest at lier camp, completed across the Salem stream
Camp Fleda ill St ratten and to do a near Kingfield village, the old wood
little hunting, Which invitation was en bridge of 11 spans being replac
ed by five modem ones. Also a new
eagerly accepted.
Mrs. Hodgkins, a friend of Mrs. j steel top bridge lias been built over
Morrison was the cook and house- 1Black Brook at Davenport flat in
keeper and the ladies hunted to Phillips, where a temporary wooden
structure was installed after the ice
their heart’s content.
When the ladies returned to Phil freshet last February; also a new
lips a fewr days ago a deer was steel top bridge has been construct
strapped on each side of the run ed over Redington stream on tih© long
of
ning board and perhaps they were straits, so-called, in the town
not feeling pretty good for both lad Redington,.
ies had shot a fine doe.
Cushman, Herbert McKenzie,
Zera
Batolielder, Mrs. J. L. Boston, Edith
Hunter, Mrs. Frank Hodgman,
An
tonio Croteau, Beatrice and Harriet
Wells, Alice Parker, Gladys Hewey,
Bera11a McKenzie, Gertrude Stillman,
Hazel Leavitt, II Often se Butler.
T l i e p r i z e , a box
of chocolates,
was awarded to Mrs. J. L. Boston
and Miss Edith Hunter, who marched
together and wore Hallowe’en cos
tumes.
The hall was very prettily decorate > with emblems appropriate to the
occasion and many college banners.
Dyen’s orcl estra furnished music and
an oyster supper was served at in
termission. .
Holt;is Holt and Ralph Stillman
were the managers and looked after
the interest and enjoyment of those
present.

The S. R. & R. L. R. R. has just
had built over at the Waterville
shops of the Maine Central
railread one of their old style Mogul
engines, No. 16, which has been in
use on that line for many years and
was run by Herbert Goldsmith. This
engine had a 36-inch boiler
built
for low steam pressure and a new
40-inch steel boiler has taken its
place, carrying high steam pressure,
and a new trail truck has been add
ed which add® much to the appear
ance and riding of tlie engine.

when marching out. Inquiries' brought
out the fact that ■■'the drummer was
breaking in a new pair of drum
sticks.
Mr. Fred Moulton of the Grammar
department attended the convention
;■! Bangor last week.
Although there are four veterans of
last year’s team with us, it is doubt
ful if we will play basket ball this
SCH O O L NO T E S .
year.
We are minus a centre and
a place to play in and when you get
P H I L L I P S H IG H SCHOO L
down to brass tacks these are two
F. Merton Hammond, principal; Miss important factors.
Whisperings of
Dennison, 1st assistant; Miss
a girls’ team have been heard but
Grant, 2nd assistant. ,
they were far from the
necessary
The Misses Noble and Russell re roar.
port a very interesting and enjoyable
trip to the Teachers’ Convention.
Scrubbing the Floor.
I wondered the other day
why
Always scrub a floor the way of
the pupils stepped so pert and jerky the grain of the wood.

M A IN E

GRANT’S SCENE OF
GAY FESTIVITIES
The Bow and Arrow Tribe Leave
For Home
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Grant's Camps, Kemnebago, Nov. 1.
—The party calling themselves the
Bow and Arrow Tribe, regretfully left
for home after a pleasant two weeks'
stay in camp.
The party consisted
of Messrs. D. G. Hodgkins and wife,
Arthur P. Haines and wife, John a
Leach and wife, Miss Alice M. HelUer and James A. Jameson, all of
Rockland.
The party motored via
Phillips leaving their car at OquosSOC.

Each day offered some new means
of entertainment and the beautiful
weather was a great aid in helping
the party have a good time.
It was a peculiar instance that the
23rd and 24itli of Oct. were the birth
days of two members of the party,
Mrs. Hodgkins and Mr. Jameson, so
a joint celebration was held in their
honor, when a birthday cake and
ices were served.
In the evening everybody was in
vited to Camp DeWitt which
was
beautifully decorated with Hallowe'en
emblems and the pumpkins, colors
of yellow and green.
Each guest
participated in the distribution of
gifts, all wrapped and inscribed with
a bit of original poetry. Each one
received favors both useful and other
wise.
Mrs. Hodgkins and Mr. Jameson
were the recipients of many pretty
gifts and at the close of the pleas
ant evening everybody went to the
piano at which Mrs. Leach presided
and joined in singing the never old
songs.
At a late hour the
party
dispersed voting it the best birth
day ever.
On Friday all the gentlemen mem
bers of the party spent the night at
the Sable Brook tent grounds,
ac
companied. by Guides Gharles Cush
man and H. E. Grant.
Deer were
secured by each member of the
party, and included two fine bucks.
The last day in camp was cele
brated by a picnic dinner on the
beach and a costume party which
was a huge success, and a
good
wind-up for the two weeks’ pleasure.
Some of the costumes were as fol
lows:
Mrs. D. G. Hodgkins made a

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

cute Tod Levane jockey in her hus
band’s clothing and red cap; Mrs. A.
J. Plaines a true to life chef in cap
and apron, with the aid of small pil
lows; Mrs. John Leach a charming
peasant; Miss Hellier a pretty gypsy
Mrs. W. D. Grant in a suit of over
alls, wide hat, pitchfork, and chin
whiskers representing Uncle
Rube
from
“ Pun kin"
Center;
Albert
Jameson was a beautiful blushing
bride, in a white dress and beautiful
veil of white mosquito netting, carry
ing a bouquet of celery in a some
what passe condition. As Mr. Jame
son stands over six feet and weighs
over 200 pounds, the effect can well
be imagined; Messrs. Sumner Aus
tin, Arthur P. Haines and David
Hodgkins each in female costume,
made pictures both picturesque and
otherwise.
Mr. Hodgkins was espec
ially charming in his wife’s travell
ing clothes, and might easily have
passed anywhere for a “ perfect
lady;" Messrs. Leach and Winslow
each had an amusing combination of
costume, Mr. Leach representing a
priest and Mr. Winslow wore a lady’
dress with the painted face of a
French Count, surmounted by a man’s
straw hat.
After taking up the rugs and trip
ping the light fantastic for a merry
evening the party broke up, all agreeing .that they would give most
anything to have as good
a
two
weeks’ at some future season.

GOOD SUCCESS OF
AUGUSTA HUNTER
A party of Augusta hunters, known
as “The Big Six,” and made up of
J. D. Newman, W. E. Swift, T. H.
Bodge, R. L. Wardwell, A. N. Soule
and C. H. Russell, arrived in Augusto on train No. 2 Monday evening, a
week, well laden with game and re
ported a most enjoyable
time
en
their trip.
They had been located
for the past 10 days at Spencer Lake
where they were guided by Kenneth
Lee of Augusta and John Rowe of
Jackman.
Charles Heath of Augus
ta acted as chef for the party.
Messrs. Soule and
Newman each
brought back a bear and each
of
other members of the party returned
with a deer, the Mr. Bodgeis being a
lJ-point buck.
The members of the
party also brought back with them a
few fin® birds.

A REAL BARGAIN
|
|

A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best
hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large preserve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.

I

$3,000

|

spot cash takes it.

“ Skunk fur is eagerly sought*
the manner of his going, but he just
“After
went.
He turned and headed
for says Mr. Alexander.
somewhere with the “ w oof w oof” of plying the home market last
the bear on bis starboard
quarter. the United States sent 500,000 skins
Farley hit a tree. He didn’it know tc London.
what kind o f a tree it was and he
“ If we had known thirty years ago
Farley's Original and Effective didn't care, but lie climbed it and what we know now about the %
outdid the nimble gray squirrel in arming’ of skunk®, skunk ralsty
Method for Getting Rid of the
his performance.
As lie caught hold would be a tremendous industry.
of the lower branches he felt
the animal is .hardy.
There are six o»
Brute Proved a Bit Costly
hot breath o f the pursuing bear on seven young in each litter, and oo?
the nape o f his neck.
This l ot air is seldom lost.
Bingham, Oct. 30.— Harold Farley assisted him to rise and he went
“ The Iniclcsu/e of a fur farm |,
cf Bingham has conquered a b ’ar in higher and higher until he was ful
ono of the most important item* to
the woods single handed.
He has ly .50 feet front the ground.
consider In going into the business
created a method for getting rid of
At the same time be yelled us My fences aro of galvanized fo
a r’aring, roaring b ’ar that proved only a youth of 21 can yell when he
r.-et and extend eighteen inches bo
not only original, but effective. It
has to.
The yells of th e'm an and b'w the ground.
A skunk seldom
also proved costly.
the “ w oof” of the bear made an un d.gs deeper than a foot. Three huo.
Farley has just been treed by a
usual and decidedly
disconcerting cl red skunks to an acre is a con%
big woofing black animal that had
table distribution.
diet.
designs on his life.
But
Farley
Farley
beard
more
than
the
“ Besides sour milk, I feed mj
was equal to the occasion and prov“
woofs.”
He
heard
the
sound
of
skunks
rye, oatmeal, cornmeal, c&r,
e l that while his name is Harold, he
is more than most Harolds are sup- scarp claws scratching the trunk o f rots, cabbages, potatoes, melons, to
the tree below him and lie
knew matoes, poors, gnapes—4n fact, everyDcsed to be.
that
the
bear
was
due
to
climb
the t.iing that grows on a farm.
Car*
He burned his handkerchief to
and study are essential, for the skunk
keep away the bear. Then lie burn tree.
“ Must have fire, must have fire, * is wild and there is no universe
ed his shirt and another shirt, and
knowledge of him and his habits, fo
he would have burned everything lie said Farley instinctively.
He pulled matches from his pock captivity the skunks soon become do
had on if he hadn’t received
help
They move slowly and are not
just when he did.
He was treed, et and one of the new clean hand cile.
Soon the piece of linen very alert.”
treed to the extent o f 50 feet
in kerchiefs.
the air by an an’mal that set after was burning and was dropped in the
him, and his only means of getting general direction o f the bear below.
“ W o-o’>-of!” said the bear.
r|d of bruin was to burn the first
The
little torch, flickered and burn
things that came to hand. The per
Another burning handker
formance did the trick and to his or eu out.
iginality, Farley says he now owes chief was dropped.
“ Wooo-o-o-o-of,” said the bear al
life.
A year ago, according to Harold, most despairingly.
Then another handkerchief fell,
he wouldn’t have minded running on
Tait Claims to Be Maine’s Higl
a bear in the woods, but he has been and another and another. Soon the
slender
supply
was
exhausted
and
married since and declares that his
Rod for 1915.
life ’s worth more than it was a Harold decided on a <V>up de-etat.
year ago, so he can’t afford to take He pulled off his outer shirt and set
that afire to be dropped below.
Dexter, Me., Oct. 16— Frank R. Tait
any chances.
“ W oofffff1”
It was a very
dis claims the State championship ft*
couraged cry from the bear.
He catching trout during 1915. From
Nothing L ik e It.
made a threshing around in
the April 1 to the end of the seasoi
Farley and the bear will be bushes and, at the same time, from Mr. Tait succeeded in landing 1,872
came
the fine trout.
come
a
classic in
the
Austin another direction, there
sound
of
shouting
men.
Just
to
be
stream and upper Kennebec re
He keeps an accurate count ot hit
gion, for the adventure through safe, Farley made a torch o f his an- fish and his catches for the month
which the Binghamite passed
was c’.ershirt and was ready to use the re mentioned are as follows: April
like no other adventure that has bee mainder of liis garments when he re 86; May, 376; June, 580; July, 250;
recorded since Jonah swallowed the cognized the voices of the men.
August, 435; September, 105.
They were the crew of Camp No. 4
whale.
The greater part of the fidh wen
a brook trout, though a few were lake
Just at present, Farley is, employ and, although three-quarters of
ed at Camp. No. 4, owned by Preble mile away, they bad heard his and pond fish.
All of the fi*
«£L Robinson, in th e , Deadwater reg shouts.
were caught within 20 milea of tftii
“ Unless you've got a gun or an village.
ion.
The camp is about eight miles
Mr. Tait, who is 61, ha
this tree,” been an ardent angler from boyhood,
from Bingham, just a nice little walk axe, don't come near
along the tote road, and so Farley shouted Farley. “T here’s a h—— I of and thinks nothing of leaving hoo«
has been able to get home to bis a big bear here.”
in the dusky hours o f the monrisg.
The men came, nevertheless, but tramping 15 miles to some brook tsi
folks and his young wife during the
they found no bear.
They saw Far walking home after a day’s ftshiig.
fall.
all.
The other Saturday, Farley went ley nearly bare, but that was
He has the peculiar faculty of
heme to his folks.
He wished .t o T1,e young man was also dripping |catching trout where all other* fkf
get clean clothes for
the
next |sweat to such an extent that
the ! and attributes bis success to penteweek in camp and he also wished to j falling beads of perspiration drizzled tent and careful fishing and a that
b-t at home awhile, for he is onjy aa they hit the last dropped burning ough knowledge of the brook* and if
21 and life in the woods and es,pec- j shirt.
the time when tb® fish in some p*
ially in a lumber camp was rather
“ Some dangerous, dropping burn- ticular brock bite best.
new to the youth,
He stocked up
rags in the woods,-' remarked
with clean linen, including numerous one of the crew as be helped Farley
W h e n e v e r you w rite to one of our
handkerchiefs,
and, after sunset, down.
a d v e rtis e rs , d o n 't fo rg et to mention
started with liis lantern for
the
"I don't care if it was,” came from M ain e W oods.
It is important t»
hike to Camp No. 4, along the tote Harold.
“ Id’d a-done it if it bad you to do so; im p ortan t to m an*
road.
Ibeen mid-summer with that bear af- th e a d v e rtis e r n atu rally wanti t»
No matter if everything is all right ter me."
know w h e re you found hie name.
But the members c f the rescue
m the woods, a lone pedestrian is
Farley
pretty apt to get thinking of things party never saw the bear.
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMES
as he tramps along and hears twigs says he did and declares tliat the ani
snapping* aJI around him. A lantern mal was nearly as big as a horse.—
H I S is a very in
teresting and in
’ £ a pretty feeble light for the big Portland Press.
structive book on mak THE
woods anyway and Farley was begin
ing cabin boats,canoes, CABIN BOAT
IS
ning to think of things as he near S K U N K W IT H O U T T H E O D O R
row boats, etc. It tells
PRIMER
ed Camp No. 4.
B R E E D E R S ’ L A T E S T F IN D .
o f the various streams
one can trip on with a
But the journey was almost over
and Harold was beginning to think S im p le O p eratio n Expected to Give cabin boat, how to
equip for such a trip,
Boost to Raising of P o p u lar F u r.
ti at the worst had coone and gone
what to wear and eat,
when he stamped into a birch top
cost of a two m onth’s
tna-t lay across the path.
W e hav-e had a ros® without a trip. It gives descrip
As he stumbled in, a big
black thorn, a bee without a sting, and tions and d iag ra m s,_________
p h o to g r a p h s an d chapters on' construction
stumbled out.
Farley fell
over now comes the skunk—you needn’t w hen to flo a t, w hen and where to land asd
backwards.
The lantern went with run— parted from bis anaesthetizing o th e r u se fu l hints. B ook is compiled cf
fa c ts a n d o b serv atio n s m ade by the anther
him.
Farley was not put out
of faculty.
It c o n ta in s 2 6 7 p ag e s, over 40 illustratioas
the running, but the lantern was.
F. A. Alexander, owner o f the W is and d ia g ra m s, 3 2 chapters as follows:
“ Woof, woof,” came from the tote consin Va’ ley skunke-ry, Rhinelander,
Down tho MDsissippi River in a Cabin
Down the Yukon. The Cabin Boat. Hew to
road right near the prostrate young AAis., i-s raising “ disarmed” sk-unkis. Trm
Build a Cabin Hot t. The Cabin Beat'* EqatMd]
man.
The scent sacs are removed
from Furnishings end Furniture. Odds and End* *
Fkiuipment. The Skiff or Tender, The C*aol*»
the animal with a few turns of a Launch. What to Wear. Things to Eat, Cm®
Boat Expenses. Cabin Hosting Watera. M»p* m*
C L IM B E D L IK E S Q U IR R E L
sharp knife, and the little fu,r beare.r Landing
Lists. Floating:, Floating at Night mb ®
Fogs, Going Up Stream. Weather. Makingr® 5
l as no stigma to prevent aesthetic and
Some Rope Hints. Land ngs. TrouHf*. Cm*
The fa lle n man thought little of l social relation® with man.
■•f the Boat, W ay* of Making Money. On Mate*

BINGHAM MAN HAS
BATTLE WITH BEAR

TEN TROUT A
DAY FOR SEASON

1

For further information write
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PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S
follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

T

N ote-. Land Hints. Photographing. Gam*p*
Hunting Traps and Trapping. Fish and F m *
Amusements. Books. Trapper's Canoe. A Cm®
Boat Coon Hunt.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to
M a i n e W o o d s (o u tin g edition.)

N am e.........................................................................................
Address...................................................................................................
State

.................................................................

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?
Young
wom an
B o s to n to w o r k
a n y la d y g o in g t a
p le a s u r e o r o n a
tr ip w ith o u t m a la
fin d th o

g o in g
fca
o r n tu l y .
B o s to n f a r
s h o p p in g
e s c o rt *111

F ranklin Square
H ouse
a d e li g h t f u l p la c e to a to p . A
H o m e - H o t e l In t h e h e a r t o f
S o e to n e x c lu s iv e ly f o r w o 
m en.
630 r o o m * , s a f e , c o m
f o r t a b lo c o n v e n ie n t o f access
p ric e s r e a s o n a b le .
F o r p a rt le u l a r e a n d p r lc a a a d d re s s

Miss Cast ini- C. Swanson, Supt.. 11 E. Newton S t ,

Boston, M ass

Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, &1.00.

Maine Woods, Phillips, Mains-

TAXIDERMISTS
G . >V. PICKKL,
T A X ID E R M IS T
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing
Indian jVUior^ains, Baskets and Souvenir*
MAUI
RANG

“ Monmouth Moccasins*
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lmutoenrw
Known the world ov»r for excel*
lenoe. Illustrated catalogue ft**-

M. L. GETCH ELL <U, .
Monmouth.

-

HR

M A IN E
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to please ourselves but to greet a P. Lawrence,
18 will realize that in life, as in the
__ s.iow pen, the prize is won by what
few of your thousands of readers,
who have been kind enough, iu the
Totals,
106 is real* and not by what is artific
past, to say that they always look
RICHMOND GUN CLUB
ial.”
first for a letter from us in the A. S. Alexander,
19
The Superintendent considers the
columns of Maine Woods. Now, first, C. A. Alexander,
20 comradeship of pets a most valuable
we’ll let the war slide; it will fetch Small,
v.
18 factor in the making of men of the
up against a stump sooner or later; Sturdevant,
18 future.
He has firm faith that boys
the sooner the quicker.
Let
all Waldron,
19 who are rightly interested ih animals
.— will grow into mien interested in hu
hands recall the words utttered of
old:
“ Be still, and know that I
Totals,
93 manity.
And lie has found by past
am God.”
“ He mak eth the wrath
Individual scores made after the experience in local
Exhibition® of
Because it cuts the tobacco off the plug as you use it
of man to praise Him.”
‘‘He mak- |match shoot were as follows: A. S. Children's Pets that what interests
—insuring you fresh tobacco for every pipeful. Real to
eth wars to cease in all the earth.”
Alexander 21-24; C. A. Alexander the children will eventually interest
bacco flavor depends upon the leaf being preserved in its
22-20; Waldron, 20-91; Sturdevant 19- their parents.
So that
Tommy's
natural state., possible only by pressing the leaves into plug
To-morrow, Tuesday, Nov. 2nd, we j
^ ar<^ 16-21, Small 14; Stobie 29- rabbit and Kittie's dove become eth
form and keeping it in by covering it with a natural leaf vote for all state officers, and for •
13-15-15; Nivison
21-18; ical factors in the general uplift of
or against several amendments
to i iles 22 • Lawrence 13-17; Hanring- the home and the community.
wrapper. The natural flavor and strength o f tobacco
The Directors of the New York
tlxe state constitution.
The one a- tcn ^ ’22' Lathi op 22-16; Woodbury
escape when cut or granulated.
bout which we have made the most 11-13; Martin 17-18; Goldsmith 17-18; Anti-Vivisection Society, in deepest
Take a Plug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
sympathy with the Children’s Pets
noise is the equal suffrage meas Goldsmith 22; Rafter 17-19.
so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it ure. Shall women vote, pay a poll
Exhibition, at the Panama-Pacific In
ternational Exposition, December 2
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all o f its orig
tax, sit as jurors, and go to war,
and
3, which, they believe will do
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form.
just as mere man does?—That’ s the
much in developing the kindly and pro
question
before
the
house.
All
in
Whittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
tective side of a child’s nature lias of
will say, Aye; those opposed
in both quality and quantity. T ry this experiment and favor
fered two prizes, one six, •and one
wi|i say, No.
The Ayes well, we
four dollars for the two children who
judge for yourself.
shall see to-morrow how it is to be.
Our Massachusetts fish and game Experienced Guide Believes Large give the most practical evidence of
kindly dispositions as exhibited in
commission has been under the fire
Number of Deer Killed In
some particular acts which, they have
of official criticism and investigat
Moosehead Region
done.
ion as to ways and means adopted
--------------------i!Dr. Francis H. Rowley, President
by them in the prosecution of their
Perley A. Emery of Canaan, an ex- °f the American Humane Society
work.
For several
years there
written
the heartily endorses the Children’s Pets
has come from certain persons a perienced guide, has
commissioners
of
inland
fisheries
j Exhibition:
periodical attempt to abolish
the
ani- j “ I am so confident of the influusual board of three, and to install and game about some strange
a single head with deputies of his ii) a Is that have been seen in the Ience of pet animals for good over
own appointing.
So far, the effort woods in the northern part of the i the character of children, that I am
1as failed, and deservedly so we town of Canaan, says the Kennebec more than glad to have my name
Emery begins Ills commun used in seconding the Children’s
think.
It seems to be, in this in Journal.
stance, the old hackneyed cry: “ Put ication by saying that deer are not Pets Exhibition.’ 5
Full information and entry blanks
the rascals out ard put us in.” May «s> plentiful as they were two months
for the Children’s Pets
Exhibition
aeo
and
states
he
believes
they
have
that
day
be
far
distant.
that contrasts strangely with the
(for which there are no expenses),
been
done
away
with,
driven
out
or
gray of his deer-skin suit. His legs
killed, by some yelping beasts wliic uiay be obtained by writing to D. O
are still bare, and they show signs
No, we didn’t stop fishing just, be
Lively, Chief, Department of Live
of the battles he has had with cause we had reluctantly left the frequent the woods in the vicinity of
Stock, P. P. I. E., San Francisco,
tils
home.
brandies and sticks and rocks dur- woods of Maine.
W e have had
He writes that he first thought California.
irg his tramp in the woods.
Mire. good luck fishing in our own home
Che animals were dogsjas they bark
Adam and Eve of the Maine Woods Estes is looking even better than waters.
A few 5-<pound pickerel, 3- ed like a pack of young hounds, but
ever and her deer-skin clothes are pound bass, and quantities of perch
Going In Crude Garb
later findings cause him some doubt
rurly becoming to her.
have taken hold well during October. and he asks the commission
what
To-day, the three years of restrict the animals are.
Only once have
A special to the Portland Press
ROOTS FOR BUTTONS.
ions on fishing in Lake Quannapow- trey been seen; they are, he says,
October 30, from Deadwater says:
itt, Wakefield, Mass., expire. This
The suits are made of the deer lake is a little more than one mile of a grayish yellow color and run
Boston is going to see the two
with head and tail down. They are
“ I have killed a weasel out in our
most strangely garbed creatures that skin turned hair side in for warmth. long, by one-half mile ’ wide, not
about
the
size
of
shepherd
dogs.
hen
house,” said Mrs. George Green
have trod the streets of the
Hub The clothes are caught with sinews more than 16 feet deep, plenty of
A dispatch printed in Friday morn of 19 Wait on street to her husband
and
roots
and
the
deer-skin
shoes
since the days of the Boston
Tea
sandy shores, and wide spawning
are tied the same way. These shoes grounds; and, though very weedy ing papers states the belief that when he returned to dinner yesterday
Party.
wolves have been killing large num noon, “ and it is the biggest one I
Adam and Eve are going to the ar truly monstrous affairs for those sometimes, it is, we hold, one of the bers of deer in the Moosehead reg ever saw,” says the Portland Press.
v
om
by
Mr.
Bstes
are
fully
two
feet
best fish-breeding ponds In Eastern ion.
Modem Athens in the garb they have
Mr. Emery is wondering if
Mr. Green went out in the
lien
Massachusetts.
We have a fish, there are wolves in the Somerset house and there lying on the floor
bren wearing in the Maine woods, long and a foot wide.
A wonderful tramp has just been new to these waters, growing there,
and they are going to make the trip
country town from which he writes. was not a weasel, but the carcass of
over the roads.
Just as they are taken by the couple. Last Monday, the pike—tperch; a very smart, gam- Canadian timber contains wolves but a brown animal which he later found
now, in the deer-skin suits and shoes, they left for the Rangeley region, ey food-fish, sometimes growing tr it is generally stated that wolves to be a mink.
We a’ so have just
with their lacings of roots and sin and they arrived back at their lean- weigh 6 pounds.
Mrs. Green told her husband that
have long since departed from Maine
It was 40 miles planted 500 white perch, and have
ews, they will tramp the roads from to Thursday night.
forests.
The wolf of Canada is of she heard a commotion in the house
each installed a suitable screen at the
Portland to Massachusetts and let through the woods for them
a grayish yellow’ color, and it is the and looking in saw the little animal
that
the people see what they have worn way and not easy going, either. Yet outlet, hoping and expecting
She
habit of the wolf to slink along with devouring one of her roosters.
in the woods and will tell how they they stood the trip with astounding they will not be able to escape and head and tail down.
She
Wolves do not acted promptly and piuckily.
ease, thanks to their long training.
go down river to the sea as many,
have lived.
and
bark like dogs, however, except closed the door to the house
Just at present, Maine’s modern previously planted, have done. The.
Walter F. Estes, after two days’
when tamed in capacity under which then w’ent out and with boards clos
Adam
and Eve are living at their lr.ke yields German carp weighing
Bearch by a Press reporter, has
Then
conditions they often emulate
the ed up every possible exit.
We bark of their nearest of kin, the dog. she hunted up a big club, she openbeen located and he is surely the lean-to called Camp Deer Dog. This from 5 pounds to 45 pounds.
strangest looking" Individual man h a s > on the n0Tth sMe ot Mo* ie mmn' have seen here many such carp, and The timber wolf makes himself a ter-; ed the door and advanced on the
weighed ror by night with a prolonged howl, foe.
gazed upon in a long time. Without !ta‘n near HaIc ‘» rk an,i lil,uk " on'k have tasted of one which
It is a cheap, rather but does not bark, and habitually
haring shaved (or a month, his iace : T,« ir 8tay bere wlU b* sbort- tor 46% pounds.
The mink is as .quick as its first
is now adorned by a fiery red beard Mrs. Estes is afraid of the- hunters coarse grained fish; the meat looks rests by day,
cousin the weasel notoriously is, but
roaming in the wroods.
Once,
as like beef steak, and is not unlike
Mrs. Green managed to dead the in
la s already been told, she
barely sword fish in taste and color when
truder two or three effective blows
escaped being hit and she wants to cooked.
More than 7,000,000 lbs.
with the club and while it fought
return to Gully brook, the scene of have been sold in New York mark
gallantly it soon lay dead at her
their first camp.
Her husband has ets in one year, brought from the
feet.
made
preparations
for the return great lakes and streams of the Mid
THE TABLE
Then she shut up the hen house
and has about completed a camp dle West.
They have been called
again
and waited for her husband’s
In Effect, September 26, 1915.
that will really be a wonder of its the fish hog, and so they are. They
return.
When Mr. Green saw the
This will be of stones with a have a snout three inches or more Comradeship of Pets a Most Val animal he knew it was not a weas
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm kind.
ington for Phillips, Rangeley and Bigelow, at stone wall .running around the
back. long, like a sucker, and are vegeta
el and thought it rtiust be a mink,
6.15 P.M.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
uable Factor.
is already
about ble feeders, not attacking other fish
senger traing arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M The new home
which is much larger than a weasel
and from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 completed and will be occupied
as —they do worse, they eat the spawn
and has a dark brown instead of a
P. M.
soon
as
another
deer
is
killed
so of other fish, and so destroy protenAmong the many pets already en light pelt..
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at
11.00 A. M.
that provisions may be secured
to t’ally and prematurely, many young tered at the Children’s Pets exhi
Later the animal was positively
STRONG Passenger Trains leave for Farmington i a st for the remainder of the stay
bition at the Panama-pacific Inter identified as a mink.
fishes’ live®.
The best part
at 6.23
M. and 1 37 P. M. For Phillips at 12.37 1
Few if any were seen during the national Exposition, December 2 and of it is that Mrs. Green will he able
P. ML, and for Phillips and Rangeley at 5.47 P. M. in tbef woods.
and for Bigelow at 5.50 P. M. Passenger trains
During the past few days, Mr. spring last past, and wre hope to be 3, to teach Young American
good to reap a good reward for her pluck
arrive from Farmington at 12 37 P. M. and 6.47
and
Mrs.
Estes
have
been
living
on
habits,
is
the
raccoon
which
alw’ays
rid
of
them
forever.
If
Maine
has
P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 P. M.
iu defending her poultry.
A mink
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A. M. fish caught from Moxie pond
and enjoyed the same charming weather washes its food in a pan of water pelt is aitiong the most valuable of
and from Kingfield at 8.25 A . M .. and from Farm
porcupines easily killed with stones that we have had, much of it warm before eating it aind a badger which, all furs and a big one in prime con
ington at 11.45 A. M. Ceaves for Phillips at 1.40
P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
in the woods.
and bright, everybody must have carries its own bedding, a piece of dition is worth at least ten dollars.
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farmingbeen happy except the game hunters. carpet, and carefully spreads it out Mink fur is at its best in November
tonat6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
I suspect it has been too w arn to In its sleeping apartment to make so that the time this particular ani
6.16 P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm
ington at 12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangebring game out of the wilderness down its bed for the night.
mal visited the Deering hennefy was
ley at 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
With “ The Happy Family,” MUTT most opportune.
safely.
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A.
AND JEFF two cavies and a Belgi
M„ Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm
Yours cordially,
The animad .had killed a rooster
ington at 2 15 P. M.
an Hare, conies a request that this and was devouring its head which
J. C. Hartshorne.
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r Farm
happy-go-liiclcy trio be cooped togeth is the choicest tidbit, so trappers
ington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P- M.
j
GUN
CLUB
O U T - er as they have been accustomed say, that minkdom knows.
G
A
R
D
IN
E
R
« K ^ ^ A eMrom Phillip8at 3'4' P‘M’ Massachusetts Fish and Game
to each others society and a separ
SHOOTS R I C H M O N D G UN
Tliere is a little brook
which
SALEM Passenger Train leaves at 1.00 P. M. for
Commissioners Under Fire
ation would cause much grief among runs back of Mr. Green’s house and
C
L
U
B
.
Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
them.
In the same mail is a warn as mink are accustomed to follow’
KINGFIELD Passenger Train leaves for Bigelow
Guinea. small streams up and down it i>s
at 9,00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farmington at To the Editor of Maine Woods:
The old organization known as the ing with the entry “ Two
12.40 P. M.
Wakefield, Mass., Nov. 1, 1915. Richmond Gun Club went to Gardi Pigs—Males—these are fighting pigs probable that the intruder upon the
Mixed train leaves for Farmington at 6 45 A. M.
and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
Hope’s a handshake for the men, ner Wednesday and wrere defeated at ard must be separated.”
Walton street hen house came up
A turtle with red paint on its back from this brook to get a lunch on
BIGELOW Passenger Train leaves for Farming- women and children of Maine, espec the, traps of the Gardiner Gun. Club
ton at 10.60 A. M and arrives at 7.28 P. M. Ar
organization by 13 lias been admitted under the class of poultry.
rives from Kingfield at 10.00 A . M. and 7.28 P. M. ially those at OXbow and Masardis by the latter
and leaves for Kingfield at 10.50 A. M. and 7.35 and Houlton.
The Gardiner gunners made “ anything acceptable by the Super
We read in the book birds.
P. M.
“ A rather unuSuaJ col
of Hebrews, 11th Clhap., 3rd verse: especially good scores, but one of the intendent.’ ’
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.50 A.
oring for a turtle,” the Superintend P A L M E R E N G IN E S A N D
five
dropping
under
20.
The
scores
“
That
things
which
are
seen
were
no
M. Phillips 12.25 P. M.
Strong 12.47 P. M.,
ent admits but argues:
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M.
Returning made o f things
which do appear.”
GARDINEtR GUN CLUB
LAUNCH ES.
leaveFarmingtcm at 1.50 P. M. Strong 2.22 P. M.
“ A boy who in early life selects
23
How to make an interesting, reada Harrington,
Phillips, 2.45 P. M., arriving at Rangeley at 4.25
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
F. M.
21 this slow going reptile to ‘paint red’ and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
ble letter out of nothing is the stunt Files,
F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
23 is less likely to be desirous in later in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
set before us to-day.
And We un Latlirop,
21 days to ‘paint up the town,’ for he BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.
Phillips, Maine.
dertake tine seemingly impossible, no Stobie,

Your P o c k e t - K n i f e , t h e B e s t
T o b a c c o -C u t t in g M a c h in e

ARE THERE
WOLVES IN CANAAN

3 Ounces

10c

Slice it as
you use

it

THE ESTES WILL
VISIT THE HUB

DEERING WOMAN
KILLS A MINK

CHILDREN’S PETS
EXHIBITION

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY

LAKES RAILROAD

STILL CASTING
THE HOOK A BIT
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FEDERATED CHURCH.

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Calendar for week ending Novemher 13.
Sunday, November 7: 10.45.—Morn
Bo Peep, Jungle and Teddy Bear
ing worship.
Sermon, “ The Pathos
crib blankets, 40 and 50 cents at C,
of Love.”
12.10.—Sunday school.
M. Hoyt’s.
7.30.—At M. E. church. Sermon by
Dr. Holt, District Superintendent.
Toot baker has the best quality q;
Thursday, Nov, 11: 7.30.—Prayer
peanut butter.
meeting.

There is likely to be some changes
Supt. of
Augusta District of the
M.
E. with the mail and express clerks on
.church will preach at the Methodist the railroad very soon. Frank HoreyL. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager church next Sunday
morning and seck may go to Portland for the
evening.
At the morning
service winter, Leon Wilbur to Skowhegan
OUTING EDITION
there will be baptism and reception and Stanley Moor to Phillips but
pages .................................................. $ 1.00 per year
of m,embers, also Sacrament of the the arrangements are not yet defin
LOCAL EDITION
ite.
U and 16 ................................................. *L60 per year Lord’s Supper will be administered,.
D.
F. PLoyt has some heavy plush
The Kissel truck
which
went
T H E P A T H O S OF LO VE
Come to Franklin county where
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
automobile
robes made in extra large
bridge at I
scription 60 cants extra. Foreign subscription we pick strawberries the year round. through the suspension
-----------sizes.
Just
what automobilists need
b cents extra.
Strong
last
week
was
extricated
the
Christian worship in union church
November 3rd berries were brought
next day and run to
Farmington, will be resumed next Sunday mom- for touring in cold Weather.
to
this
office
picked
by
George
Den
J&ntered as second class matter. January 21.
Special music is being arrang
We
were where some repairs were made on it. mg.
at the poatoffice at Phillips. Maine, under nison at Beriiin Mills,.
H.
W. True has a new line ot
the Act of March 3. 1879.
by
pleased to know that Mr. Dennison When the car went through it land ed and there will he a sermon
Nothing more canvenwas able to go “ strawberrying” as ed on. the shore and was dragged the pastor on the subject, “ The Pat flashlights.
Tae Ma«ne vVoods thoroughly covers the entire
<ent
in
the
house
or out of iloors
from
its
position
by
way
of
a
road
that
hos of Love.’’
There will be no
State ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Camp- it was rumored on the street
Although where the ice is hauled in winter to service in the evening as Dr. Holt, than one of these lights.
a« and Outing news, and the Fraftklin county day that he was very ill.
The truck and the the District Superintendent preaches
osally.
his health is not good, nor has it the main road.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
The Crocker Ink-Tite fountain pa
b ad of wooden cases weighed 5,010. at the Methodist church and
been
for
some
time,
he
reports
that
it
tnd game photographs from its readers.
has no hump “ like a camel,” no lock
Many extremely heavy loads
were is desired that all may hear him.
When ordering the address ,/u your paper he is feeling better at the present
ing devices, in fact, ink-tit© is allhauled over the bridge last winter
hanged, please give the old as well as new time than for some weeks past.
rite.
You can find a good stock ot
but
their
weight
was
distributed
over
d dress.
^
The 1913 Club will be entertained
M E T H O D IS T
E P IS C O P A L C H U R C H
these at A. G. Gronkhite’s.
a
larger
surface
than
it
was
on
the
week,
T H U R S D A Y , N O V E M B E R 4,
1915. by Mrs. C. F. Chandler this
The truck was owned by F.
Friday.
Last week Mrs. C. E. t^uck.
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
'
Perry & Hutchins have a real bar
E. Merrill and it has been run to
Parker was the hostess.
Sunday,
November 7.—Morning
gain in a. car.
It is a Ruitek run
November 25th ha® been desdgnathis home in Turner.
Many from
worship, 10.45.
Sermon by Rev. D. about and til© price is $135.
John M. Soule of Farmington was
Oall
Phillips and the neighboring towns
c cl by President Woodrdw Wilson to
B. Holt, D. D.
Baptism, reception
in town on a business trdip
last
at their garage and look it over.
w ent to the scene of the accident.
be observed as Thanksgiving.
of members, Sacrament of the Lord’6
week.
Mrs. Eva E. Beedy, who has been
Sunday school', 12. Junior
Mr. and Mrs. Arbo C. Norton of in Strong the past summer will go S-upper.
You will be interested in the Sat
League, 3.
Bp worth League, 7.
Farmington
were
in
town
last
week,
urday Specials that Floyd E. Parker
TORY HILL
to New Sharon this week,
where
Evening service led by Dr. Holt, 7.30. is telling you about in bis ad. this
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Robert she will be in the employ of
Mr.
Thursday, Nov. 11.— Mid week pray
Adams of Portland who were their A. T. Mason.
week.
Read that and govern your
Nov. 2.
er meeting, 7.30.
guests.
selves
accordingly.
It will pay you
Mrs.
H.
H.
Lander
of
Stratton
has
iWedding bells have been ringing
tf
give
him
a
call.
Mis®
Mabel
E.
Austin
and
Miss
been
in
town
this
week
the
guest
in our quiet little neighborhood aTo Clean Copper Easily.
gain, the contracting parties being Zilda Brown of Farmington were in of Mrs. Diana Aldrich and daughter,
Have you any copper utensils in
C, F. Chandler & Sen have a fine
Mrs. Lander is hav
Milton Stinchfield and Miss
Mar Portland last week, guests at the j Miss Eugenia.
your household that are a trial to line of tile New Edison Phonographs,
Congress
Square
hotel.
ing
dentistry
work
done
at
Farmingguerite Bates.
All extend congrat
The
Social
Service Club will i ton but returns to Phillips each, nigh clean? Why should *t be when there with the diamond point reproducer.
ulations and best wishes.
is an easy way? Place a little oxalic
meet in the Parish House Tuesday !
I acid in a dish and moisten with water A fine thing to have in the home,
Chas. Hutching is moving his mill
afternoon, November 9th at two o’- j
and it is money well expended when
BUILDING THAT IS HISTORIC |enough to make a paste. Rub this
onto the Leonard Pratt plaee to
clock, all come prepared to sew as j
you put it info one of these ma
i
paste
on
the
articles
to
be
cleaned,
saw the lumber he has bought of
there is some more to do before the Italian Villa Designed by Celebrated using a soft cloth. Let them dry. chines.
Dexter Beedy and will move his fam
! Now rub briskly with a dry flannel
Harvest Sale November 18.
Architect and Occupied by Cele
ily into the house while
working
cloth, and as a result you will have
The date for the annual sale held j
George Bean has freslh liver and
brated People.
j
there.
a remarkable brightness.
by the Ladies*’ Social Unitn
has !
beef hearts, nothing more palatable
Having the article to be cleaned fo" your breakfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Taylor of been set for Tuesday afternoon, De- j At the foot of Monte Morello, two
Kingfield visited her parents,
Mr. cember 7. The following committees •miles beyond Careggi, near Florence, |very hot will make the operation even
and Mrs. Will Gate® Sunday. Miss will serve on the various tables, ! stood a country house closely connect I easier. Let the utensils stand with
Don’t forget that Rollins & Bean
. boiling water in it for a while before
Marion Sargent is also a guest of etc.:
Bag table, Mrs. H. H. Field ed with a younger branch of the i cleaning it.
are
ready fer all kinds of repair
Medici. This was the beautiful villa
Mrs. Gates for a short time.
and Mrs. H. B. Austin; crochet work of Castello. built, says Vasari, “ with
with
Try this method and see how easily work and are fully equipped
Mrs. Evan Hutchins returned last and sofa pillows, Mrs. N. H. Harm j rare skill by Cosimo’s nephew, Pier the percolator, chafing dish, tea pot, machinery to do the work in a firstweek from a visit in Jay.
serving tray and many other things class manner.
den; towels, Miriam E. Brackett; do- j Francesco.”
The fall term of school in the mestic, Mrs. N. P. Noble, Mrs. E.
In front of the house was a wide are made bright and new.
Cushman district was closed with V. Holt and Mrs. J. W. Brackett; j lawn with tanks of water divided by
The Phillips Hardware Co. is head
an entertainment, pie supper
and mystery packages, Mrs. W. B. But- j clipped hedges and long avenues of
Codes Used by Government.
quarters for rifles and
shot trims,
In handling :ts communications, our : Good luck is a good thing when you
sociable Saturday night, it
being ler, Mrs. Frank Hodgman; entertain- ; mulberry trees leading down to the
Arno, while behind the gardens were government, in its several branches
postponed from Friday night on ac ment, Mrs. Frank Davis.
go ilmating, but it depends a little
count of the rain.
There were aFor the music Sunday 'morning at j laid out in terraces, adorned with and departments, uses all the leading on the quality of the gun, the
statues
and
fountains,
against
the
commercial
codes.
These
It
supplebout 50 present and much credit is the Union church there will be a j
Be sure that yon
steep hillside.
! ments by private codes held confiden you bring 8 ome.
due the teacher and pupis for the quartette composed of Hon. N. P. i
Castello was the scene of many bril tial in the service, and prepared by hav^T the right firearms that they
fine entertainment as they
only Noble, W. S. Kelley, Mrs. W. Hen- I liant festivities in the days of Pier its own officers and experts. The can furnish you with.
worked on it one week.
Following rv True and Miss Marjorie Cutler. | Francesco's son Lorenzo, the intimate i State department employs a code
is the program:
Mr. Kelley will also render a solo. j friend of Poliziano and patron of Bot bearing its name, copies of which are
Tuesdry and
Thursday
nights
Mrs. Gates
Song,
t in the office of the Secretary of State, housekeepers can. serve A No. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Gould of Far- j ticelli.
Nellie Huntjngto j mmg'ton have been the guests of j For him Sandro payited those and in the hands of our diplomatic rolls right from the oven without any
Recitation,
Recitation,
Winnifred Stinch field the latter’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. j great pictures of "Primavera” and the and consular agents everywhere.
bother to themselves by ordering at
Lucille Mitchell B. Frank Beal.
Recitation,
Mr. Gould returned ! “Birth of Venus,” in which the hu
Bateh.elder’s Bakery.
Recitation,
Elsie Sedgeley home Sunday but Mrs. Gould remain- j manists’ love of old myths and delight
Great City Less Foggy.
in
the
joyous
Maytime
alike
find
ex
Miss Gould ed for a few days longer.
Song,
Mr8. Mabel Hoyt has filled all
Weather records compiled for more
pression, and which in Vasari’s time
Annette Barker
Recitation,
Patrons cf the -Phillips Public lib still hung on the villa walls.
than a quarter of a century indicate orders taken by her for centteol
Lucille
Sedgeley rary were pleased to see the lib
Recitation,
It was to Castello that Caterina that the atmosphere of London is be work the past season very satisfact
Marion Sedgeley ra rian, Miss Albertine Butterfield in Sforza, the heroic madonna of Forli, coming less foggy.
Recitation,
orily, and anyone wishing to have
Declamation,
Kenneth Smith her old place once more on Wed came to end her days after her cruel
work done will find her prices rea
Reading,
Miss Gould nesday afternoon, after several weeks captivity in Rome, while her little son,
sonable.
She has placed
several
N O T IC E OF A N N U A L M E E T I N G
afterward the great captain, Giovanni
There were ghosts, witches, a for of illness.
headstenes and monuments in the
______
delle
Bande
Nere,
was
kept
in
hiding
tune teller, etc., appearing in all
Mr. and Mrs. William True were I
and brought up in girl’s clothes by i To the members of the North j oemetie'ries' iai town where her work
places and at all times. Popcorn was out from Dallas over Sunday.
can he easily examined.
the
good nuns of Annalena.
Franklin Agricultural Society greetsold which added quite a sum to
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. B. |
lirg!
'
the proceeds of the evening.
Miss Savage of Avon are extending fellfci- !
M A R R IA G E S
You a-re hereby notified and warnGould wishes to thank all
present tations on the birth of a daughter, QUEER OLD-TIME PENALTIES
[ed to meet at'Grange hall, PthAUdpe, | Augusta, Oct. 27, by Rev. Paul S.
for their attendance and attention. November 3.
Judges
Seem
to
Have
Mixed
Humor
Saturday, November 6th at 10 o’clock Phalen, Arthur Harvey Kraus and
The net proceeds was $5.25.
The revival meetings which have |
With the Severity of the Pun
a. m., to act on the following ar- ! Dr. Dorris May Presson, both, of Au
Mr. and Mrs. Gideon Smith and been under the charge of the Rev.
ishment Inflicted.
tides to wit:
little son were guests of his mother, Felix Powell closed Tuesday
gusta.
,
• {
even
Mrs. Will Hood and family Saturday ing.
Article I—To hear'reports and alPhillips, October 31, hy Rev. M.
There have been about 50
When New York, or as it was then
and Sunday and attended the enter conversions.
S. Hutchins, Mr. Milton John StincAWednesday evening called, New Amsterdam, was under low occounts.
tainment at the schoolhouse Satur Mr. Powell gave his lecture, “ Fronii Dutch rule, some peculiar penalties
Article II—To elect a president, ; field and Miss Marguerite • Althes
day evening.
the Diitch to the Pulpit” In Wilbur were enacted. In 1642 a defendant in vice president, secretary, treasurer, I Bates, both of Phillips.
Howard Gates is driving team for hall.
an action for slander was sentenced [one or more members of the board if
Bonney Webber in the woods jn
BIRTH8.
Mrs. Stanley Blaisdell delightfully “to throw something in the box for trustees.
the poor.” In 1644 Thomas Cornell, a
Madrid for a short time.
entertained the following ladies at
Article III—To transact any other
Clarence Huff got a deer Saturday. auction Wednesday evening: Mdms. soldier, was tried for desertion and
Avcn, November 3, to Mr. and
sentenced “to be conveyed to the ; business that may legally come be- !
— ' --Mrs. Charles B. Savage, a daughter.
A. G. Cronkhite, Glidden Parker, J. place of execution, and there fastened fore the said meeting.
_
Range ley, Oct. 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
Blaine Morrison, W. Henry
True, to a stake, and a ball fired over his
Humorous Fact of History.
Dated
at
Phillips,
Maine,
this 25th Ara Ross, a son.
The enactment of the law of habeas Frank Horey&eck, F. M. Hammond, head, as an example to other evil day of October, A. D., 1915.
Eustis, Oct. 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
corpus marks an important epoch in Floyd E. Parker, Everett Knapp, doers.” In 1647 Jonas Jonassen, a
J. I. Harnden, Sec.
George Bryant, a daughter.
the progress of civil liberty in Eng Misses Elma Byron, Edna True and soldier, for robbing hen roosts and
land, and is regarded as one of the Miriam Brackett. The hostess* served killing a pig. was ordered “ to ride a
wooden harse three days, from 2 p.
great achievements of Charles the delicious ice cream, and cake
and
m. to the conclusion of the parade,
Second’s reign. Charles himself did nut fudge.
with a fifty pound weight tied to each
not want the law, but just at the time
Vinton Hough- will go to Pinehursf, foot. In 1648 an Englishman found
he was very anxious to curry favor
with the people, and was afraid to N. C., next week where he will be guilty of a grave offense was pardoned
The fall and winter samples have arrived. Eefore
Carolina hotel on condition that he saw firewood for
oppose so popular a measure. The employed in The
you
place your order for a suit come in and see whatT
one
year
for
the
West
India
company.
through
the
winter.
friends and foes of the act were pret
In the time of the commonwealth, in
ty evenly divided in parliament, but
can do for you. A pure all wool worsted suit cut to your
England, drunkards at Newcastle-onIn the final vote it was carried. The
'
Tyne
were
sentenced
to
carry
about
a
individual measure and'a perfect fit guaranteed for
manner of its passage, however, was
tub, with holes in the sides for the
both comical and illegal. While the
arms to pass through. In 1754, in
voting was going on a very fat lord
Scotland’, Davia Le; 3, for striking his
arose and asked that his vote be re
father, was compelled to appear be
corded in the affirmative. In a spirit
AT
Style cuts as much figure in je w e lr y fore the congregation at church, “ bairof fun the clerk announced ten votes
as
in
gowns
Ask
u
<
about
the
up
toheddit
and
bairfuttit,”
with
a
paper
for him, to accord with his great size.
They were so recorded, and for some date things in Lavallieres, Brooches, above his head inscribed with large
unexplained reason the “ error” was Bracelets, Bar Pins, Rings and prec letters, “ Behold the onnaturall son,
punished for putting hand on his fa
never corrected. The strangest part ious stones. Our prices are right.
Magazines not in stock will be ordered promptly*
ther, and dishonoring God in him.”
of it is, the majority for the measure
Subscriptions
for the Boston papers for the month or
at
was less than ten; hence it would have
year.
failed of passage without the fat lord's
Find It.
extra votes.
There is always a straight way
Agency for Globe Steam Laundry.
•verything.— D ickens.

____ j Rev. D. B. Hol,t, D. D.,

FALL SUITS

FASHION
IN JEW ELRY

$ 1 1 .4 0

H E N R Y T R U E ’S

A. G. CRONKHITE’S,

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
0p«

e*nt * word In advance.
No headline or
cbapLay. Subjects in a. b. c. order

W O O DS,

P H IL L IP S ,
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SPORTSMEN’S
MAKES FIRST TRIP
SHOW REVIVED
TO RANGELEY

|V,K SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young,
found, acclimated horses. Both heavy
The Original Has Been Revived Hotel Man Well known in Both
fad light
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross.
and Will Open at Madison
Phillips, Me.
New Hampshire and Florida.
FOK SALE—Desirable Incuse lots in
Phillips.
Ad cl res© Maine Weeds.

Square Garden, March 15

o

some time.
There were two of
them.
I was so mad—or I guess I
had better say scared—that I did
Dot ask their names, but 1 got
their number.
Mrs. Estes says she is going back
to Gully brook.
As we were tak
ing out our last report to meet Mr.
Mann, your guide, down about five
miles on Austin stream from our lean:
to, we arrived at the appointed place
without meeting him.
Mr.
Mann
not being there, we thought We wouJ
go until we met him.
But getting
to the bend we left our
reports
and started back.
Getting back a
short distance we heard a shot. We
turned around and looked back. We
saw Mr. Mann crossing the stream.
I-Ie was stepping from one rock to
the other when his foot suddenly
slipped and he went in all over. The
bank being high, he tried to creep
out, but after repeated attempts he
gave it up.
He would slide back in
again and again.
The last we saw
'■f him. he was walking down the
stream, taking our last report, with
the water up to his armpits and a
17-mile hike ahead of him.

DISTRICT NO. 2
Nov. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Haley
were
callers in this district Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Davenport call
ed on Mrs. Ida Davenport at F. W.
Hamden’® Sunday a,f tern con.
The fall term of school in this
district closed Friday noon for one
week’s vacatiob,
Mrs. Eva Reedy was the guest of
Mrs. Ada Haley a few days
last
week.
Chas. Hutchins is moving his mill
from this district to tlve Pratt farm
in Phillips.
Daniel Smith and Chas.
Kinney are working for him.
L. D. Haley and L. Taylor of Ran
ge; ey were in this place last week
buying cattle.
They
purchased 17
head.
Fred Toohhaker moved his family
into Bion Wing’s cottage at Mad
rid station Monday.
We understand
Mr. Toothaker and Leon Wing have
taken a birch contract of 200 cords
or more.
C. E. Dill has the garage for his
new Maxwell touring car nearly
completed.
H. B. Plummer has been
assisting him with the work.
Mr. and Mrs. John McKenney of
Fairbanks are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. McKenney a few
days
this week.

Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Haskell enterI he original Sportsmen s Show has ; gained last week at their summer
PRESSED h.ay at $16 per ton. Small been revived.
The next Exhibition home, Winona Lodge, Lond
Pond,
pigs and -shcats.
B. F. Beal, Phil will be opened Monday
morning, Mrs. Haskell’s brother and wife, Mr.
lips, Me.
March 15th, and closed Wednesday and Mrs. W. F. Adams and sister,
evening, March 22nd, at
Madison
WANTED—To buy small farm in Square Garden, the show’s birthplace. Mrs. C. C. Wright and husband.
Mr. Adams is a well-known hotel
Maine, in some location where hunt
Sportsmen’s Shows were originated j mail both in tlle White Mt. region
ing and trapping is good. Near Flag by Captain J. A. H. Dressel.
The and Florida, being manager of the
staff preferred.
Name lowest price
initial Show was held May 13 IS, 1815 exclusive Lake Tarleton
Club
at
and best terms.
E. S. Johnson,
at the Garden.
I he annual exlii- J
n . H., and
of the famous
P. 0. Box 12, Burnside, Conn.
bition of the future will be held by j Tampa Bay Hotel at Tampa, Fla.
the National Sportsmen's Show7 Cor
Mr. Wrignt is prominent in politi
TRAPPERS ATTENTION—Raw furs
poration, under the auspices of the cal and newspaper circles,
having
wanted.
Get the highest prices wit
National Sportsmen’s Association.
Ibeen, connected with the Boston
reliable assortment.
Send for price
The Shows will be managed
Globe for many years.
list.
H. Haimowioz, manufacturer,
Captain J. A. H. Dnessel and Allen F.
The party motored from New Hamp267 Main St., Paterso-n, N. J.
Williams
In the 1916 event there j s llj,r e via p ranconia Notch and the
WAITED—By man and wife a polit will be features to be shown for the Androscoggin Valley and declared it
Game regions will be to be, among many other motor
icn as cock in woods.
Reference®. first time.
Address L. E. S., % Wesley Stet veil represented and assurances have! trips, the most beautiful. They were
son, Rangeley, Maine.
already been, received that combined ! enthusiastic in their admiration of the
In the E arly Days of Coal,
exhibits representing New Bruns-.Rangeley country and visited during
The use of coal is so general
wick will be the most extensive ever their stay, all the hotels and camps throughout the world and is such an
made in any Sportsmen s Show. Re- accessible by automobile.
indispensable commodity, that natural
gions that have not been h i t h e r t o ___________________
ly the mind would think of its having
been in existence from time immemo
represented in similar exhibitions will
rial, yet one of the oldest mentions of
this time be seen and there Is a M O D F R N F V F IQ
its use as fuel is wnen Marco Polo,
probability that Louisiana, which is 1
t-rEiIVi1 L V L Ii3
the Venetian traveler, in 1275, wrote
M APS OF M A IN E
j row advertising its claims to be one
as follows: "It is a fast that all over
! of the greatest game States in the
the country of Cathay there is a kind
RESORTS A N D ROADS
union, will be represented.
If but
________
of black stone existing in beds In the
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
a few of the many persons who are
mountains, which they dig out and
for maps of the fishing regions of the
practically interested in bringing Deerskin
Garment Came Near .burn like
firewood.
It
is
true,
they
,
, state, etc. We can furnish the followhave plenty of wood also, but they do ingmaps:
Sportsmen and Campers to
Maine
Being Cause Qf Xragedy
not burn it, because those stones burn Franklin County
$ .50
would combine to make a comprehen
better and cost less.” His countrymen Somerset County
.50
-----------sive exhibit to represent this State,
.50
there could be a Show in the 1916 ! A deer skin gown has its draw- refused to believe his statement. The j Oxford County
.50
first shipment of coal to London was ! Piscataquis County
Sportsmen’s Show that would tax thejbacks> even though it may serve a
.50
mhde shortly after this period and the w
r
o
0
D
°
l
0
„
0
t
n
n
J,
.50
resources of the management to al- £°°d purpose as protection from the first successful effort made to smelt Washington County
1.00
lot space for it.
The exhibition Ibiting chill that
prevails in the ore with coal in a blast furnace was Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
Geological map of Maine
. '5
space will be valuable and will all j woods of northwestern Maine at this
0neg j m o n sturtevant, an English- j R.'R.^nap of Maine
be occupied and it is up to the j season of the year, says the Port- j man,jn 1612.
j Androscoggin County
.3 5
Cumberland County
.3 5
people of Maine whether Maine will Mand Press.
There is nothing that
Hancock County
.5 0
have it or some other State, possib- : might serve as a precedent to prove
.3 5
Valuable Fruit.
, Kenr.ebc c County
iy with less ^attractions and lessJ that it has protective properties of
.3 5
Grapes are a wholesome and delight- j , .n o x . -,CUILt L
, ,
n
.
. 1. *
...
,
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.3 5
easy of access to the moneyed sports a coat cf mail.
3 hat’s why Mrs. ful
food. They are in the clas* of de- Penobscot Couniy
50
men of the Metropolis.
„
Walter F. Estes got the scare* of mulcents and are highly beneficial to I ^ a]do County
.3 5
R e c e n t l y one of the big
league j
Ufe one day this week. In oth-j those suffering from various illnesses, j Y0rk County
.3 5
magnates dof base
acwords,
mas- ] Apples-----------are------------------,----------------------correctives, and7 are very
M S C ball
UO. t privately
a
c - ’ -er
- — » the
------- modern Eve was
--------------- I 1 - r
tit
TV D
A r ’ TZ D T T
knowledged that tie slump in
in teres take,n for a de€r by a Pair of care- u8eful in overcomingnausea from sea
J . W .DIY A G lY iii 1 1
L U .,
B i G x v i i c s a aand
i m other
u u i e i causes.
causes.
ic i
in base ball was not entirely
due to less hunters.
Fortunately the allot sickness
They aare
also very cooling as stomach sedatives.
Phillips
Maine.
Iobvious commercia’ism but in part to ithat was fired did net reach its inj the rapidly increasing interest
in golf feuded mark, otherwise
Mr. and
and tennis. Over 328,000 new
golf- Mrs. Estes’ conquest with
1T l t t l j l l P l t l l l l l l l l l f r i r r r r r
and would have had a sudden and tragic 1
By G e o r g e R a n d o lp h ; ers got into the game in 1914
the new recruits of 1915 will undouK# ending.
C hester, a u t h o r o f edly approximate a half a million. Jn ^ was while gathering ferns early
“ G e t - R i c h - Q u i c k j New York City alone, hundreds of
the week that Mr. and Mrs.
W a llin g f o r d ,” a n d his i acres are now occupied by lawn ten- Estes were given tie scare of their
mg, courts in the public' parks and c Itves.
( nly one shot was fired, for
w ife, L illia n C h ester. private property, where a few years ! before ti e echo of the report had
A g r ip p in g tale o f lo ve ago there were probably not so many diod out both Mr. and Mrs. Estes
f square rods thus utilized. Aifd many j had thrown themselves flat
upon
and h ig h fin a n ce . B e ! of the players of these games
were the ground, where, remainingperfectsure to read ou r n ew fcrmerly base ball fans; now, instead ^ quiet, they waited for the gunners
cf looking at a game, they play it. j to approach, which they did with
serial
Recognizing this wonderful advan e dispatch, believing that they had
Conducts a first class job printing department
of these sports for the first time, jbrou®|ht down a deer.
When they
|golfing and tennis will have a prom-j were near enough so that Mr. Estes
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
inent place in the 1916 Sportsmen's -elt safe in getting upon his feet a; Show and both games will be played ^ain, he told the strangers some
i within the precincts of the Madison j things about gunning that they needSquare Garden.
ed to know, and he told them in no
........... ................ i uncertain terms.
This is Mr. Estes’
R I C K E R H O T E L CO.
j latest message which relates their
.v-w vv\ aw-jogy
_______
thrilling experience:
May T ake Over the West End Hotel,
(®y M alter F. Estes.)
Portland.
I Wonder’ and, Oct. 21.—Things are
LIVE ANIMALS WANTED
---------j running along smoothly with us, with
““■Si— v, Fox. Cub Bear, Skunk, Mink.
Raccoon.
Rabbits, O t t e r .
Portland,
Oct.
24—There
has
been
the exception of the other day,
Braver,
Lynx and others.
, State sex. price and full des- a persistent rumor
about the city j when we were picking ferns, vyhen
1V\J cription first letter.
W rite
us before either buying or that the West End Hotel which has some hunter mistook us for two deer
'y
selling.
been under the proprietorship of H. and opened fire.
5A
c . C. GARLAND.
1 Box 13 487, Old Town. Me. M. Castner for a term of years and j The shot could not have come very
who a few days ago made an a s -{far from Mrs. Estes, as she was
signment, will he taken over by the j the one they fired at.
Only one
Ricker Hotel Co., which is a subsid fired.
I hollered, and we fell flat
iary of the Maine Central Railroad on the ground until they came up to
Co.
According to late information see what their game was.
I gave
the present manager, who since the them a lecture on deer hunting that I
assignment has had charge of the don’t believe they will forget
for
house under the direction of the as
W e design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
signee, will sever his connection
William F. N ye is the great
with the house on Cct. 29, the date
est authority on refined oils in the
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples, i
that the owners of the building set
Of an Occasional Trip to
world. He was the first bottler; has
for the house to be vacated.
The West End in seasons past has
the largest business and N Y O IL
dummies and prices on request.
done a good summer business and
is the best oil he has ever made.
Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
the closeness to the Union Station
N Y O IL
\v’ ch is practically a terminus of
H AS N O E Q U A L .
tl,e through trains from New York
and, t e West, also Boston and the Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Beware of scented mixtures called
Home During Your Stay.
oil. ^se NYOIL on evervtbing
South, make it particularly conven Positively
the Only First-Class Modern
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica ient for Hose bound to all parts of House In the City, With All Conven
Maine from Portland which is the iences Including Hot and Cold Running
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
recognized gateway of the Pine Tree Water and Local and Long Distance
Telephone in All Rooms.
your firearms and your rod. You will
State.
find it by far the best. Hardware aud
Just
a step from Monument Square
It has been suggested that possi
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
Restaurant
Connected. Rates Reasonable.
bly the house may be reconstructed Take the “ Jitney”
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
or Munjoy Hill car f om
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
into an apartment house but as a Union Station.
Europ«an Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
matter cf fact nothing definite has
W M . F, N Y E ,
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
been made public and likely will not
New Bedford, Mass.
F. F. HIMMELEIN.
be made until the affairs of the H E THURSTON.
Proprietors.
hotel have been settled.

THE BALL
OF FIRE

SHOT AT BY HUNTER

S T O R Y of
a f i nanc i al
wizard,a man who
domi nat e d t he
we a l t h i e s t and
most p o w e r f u l
f men of G o t h a m ,
l but who failed in
his greatest desire.

Q

THE BALL
OF FIRE

I

MAINE W O O D S

THE BALL
OF FIRE

W h y n ot let us h e lp
you

w ith y o u r

ad vertisin g;?

THE PLEASURE
PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE

M A IN E

WOODS,

spending his summer in Maine, was
more than enthusiastic about the
S<ate and its many beautiful resorts.
In a letter to friends in Texas, Bis
hop Kjnsolving says:
Watch Taking of Spawn With In
“ I .thought it might be of some
terest—Atwood to Have Bear
interest were I to give a brief ac
Mounted.
count of how I am spending the days
of my vacation so rapidly gliding by.
(S p ecial to M ain e W o o d s .)
I am here at York Cliffs, in the
Girant’s Camps October 29.—Tilie State of Maine.
One small advan
season has not closed as yet and tage of^the great war which is now
new arrivals by every train attest,
raging in Europe is to compel our
that Kennebago is still a popular lo
cality both for rest and for game people almost in spite of themselves
‘to see our own Country first,"
as
seekers.
Geo. Sanderson with Guide
Jim the expression goes. Foreigners oft
Wilcox, was a recent visitor, and had en acuse Americans of boastfulness
his usual good time.
Mr. Sanderson and exaggeration when speaking of
missed his trip last fall, and says their Country, and they even ridi
cule and denounce their National
“ never again.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry F. Ulmer of vanity; whiereas nothing could be
Norwich, Conn., arrived the 12th for more unjust or wider from the mark
The real fact of the mat
their first trip to camp. They re of truth.
gretfully returned after a two weeks’ ter is—our people as a rule do hot
stay, planning to come back next know what a beautiful Country we
season. While in camp Mr. Ulmer possess; and still less do they fully
camped at tbe Sable Brook
Tent appreciate and estimate at its true
ground with Hall Grant as guide. value the bountiful and glorious her
This is a very popular retreat for a itage the God of the nations has giv
There is no land in all the
side trip, and there is
excellent er us.
hunting in the near vicinity of camp. world more teeming with rich, scen
Messrs. Chas. P. Garland and E. J. ery, or abounding with a greater va
Bradbury of Saco spent three days riety of climate and fuller and run
hunting at the Sable Brook Tent with ning over in larger measure with re
Alec Blanchard and Chas. Cushman sources and attractions and capacit
as guides, and secured both deer and ies of every description than is to be
found here in America. And while
birds.
Arthur P. Haines secured a fine t, ese remarks are applicable to our
spike-horn buck on Little Kennebago Country as a whole, they are espec
stream, after hunting several
days, ially appropriate when speaking of
, This
and being the first of the party to Maine as a summer resort.
State is simply ideal in this respect.
bring in a prize.
Sumner E. Austin of Lewiston is A"- no time this summer has the then
in camp for a twro weeks’ visit and monaeter here at Yor Cliffs been aannounces that he is being greatly bove 75 and quite often in the even
ings a firb is comfortable.
If one is
benefited by his rest.
H, B. Winslow of Rockland arriv disposed to take excursions along the
ed Tuesday for a two weeks’ hunt coast, what a combination of rural
landscapes and ocean scenes greets
ing trip.
Miss Jennie E. Goff of Springfield the eye in evfery direction!
It has
has returned home after
a
two bren said that Maine has been pro
weeks’ visit.
vided with a greater number of se
K. B. Piper of Fairfield was a cure and desirable harbors than are
week-end visitor.
to be found on all the rest of the
The hatchery superintendents Ar Atlantic shore from Cape Ann
to
thur Briggs of Winthrop and H. B. Fiorida.
The coast alternates with
Curtis and Walter L. Weld of Oquos- rocky cliffs and sandy beaches and
soc recently took the spawn of fish projecting headlands and deep inden
on the Kennebago River..
This is tations formed by rivers as they
the first time this has even been f:ow to the ocean, and innumerable
done in the Kennebago region, and beys and sheltering inlets and an
many took the opportunity of photo infinite variety of islands. From the
graphing the operation which is quite coast to the western boundary We
a novelty.
meet with towns and villages every
John L. Ohadbourne of North Ber few miles, and all of them pictures
wick, with Alex Blanchard guide, re que and handsome.
In the extreme
turned home after a two weeks’ stay. western part of the State we en
He secured his share of deer and counter the mountain formation
of
had all the birds he could wish for. the grand old Appalachian
chain
Bear seem to be greatly on the in which runs along the sea-board from
crease, several having been seen and .’Nova Scotia to Albania. Geological
captured.
Albert Carleton was for ly this is the oldest formation, I be
tunate in. securing a small on© after lieve, in the United States.
In my
shooting at the mother and another* younger days the western part of the
cub.
The bear was purchased by State was a favorite resort for me.
Mr. Eugene Atwood who will have The region abounds in game
and
It mounted.
fish, and it is the natural habitat of
the largest speckled brook trout in
T E X A S B IS H O P E N T H U S E S O VER the world.
The fish ought to be
T H E B E A U T IE S OF M A I N E
big in order to harmonize with the
SCENERY.
names of the waters from which the
aie taken; names such as Lakes
Bishop G. H. Kinsoling of Austin, Mollyichunkamun k, Mooselookmegu ndiocese of Texas, who has been tic Umbagog, Oupsuptic and so on.’ ’
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by leading publishers, hunters,

trap

pers and sportsmen in North America.
T h e information they contain

is re

liable, having been gathered from ac
tual expiences and successful

experi

ments of men who are leaders in the
different branches covered

by

these

works.
T h e se
hands of

books should
every man

the woods,

be

in the

who goes into

either for

pleasure

FOX TRAPPING
___
B O O K of
instructions!
tells how to trap,]
s n a r e , poison
and shoot.
A
valuable b o o k !
for trappers. Ifj
all the methods
as given in this
had been stud
ied out by one
man and he had]
begun trapping
when Columbus!
discovered
America, more
than four hun■;
dred years ago
he would not be
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff M ethod Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper 'l'ricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

A

Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd, 6 0 cents.

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
E S C R IBES the
fur-b e a r i n g
animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
tion, w i t h

D

in a
practical man
ner,
the
training,
handling, treatment,
breeds,
etc.,
best
adapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
gun dogs for daylight
sport. This book is
not intended for the
field trial dog men,
but is for the real
dog men who delight
in chases that are
genuine.
Contains
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
e s c r ib e s

D

Part 1—Hunting- Dogs, Night Hunting. The
Night Hunting D o g -Ilia Ancestry, Training
the Hunting Dog. Training the Coon Dog. Train
ing for Skunk, Opossum an<J Mink. W olf and
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels^ and
and Itabb.ta, Training the Deer Hound. Training
-Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed
ing and Cate of Doge—Selecting the Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints. Ail
ments of the Dog. Part 3 —Dog Lore—Still trail
ers vs Tongtiers. Music, The Dog on the Trap
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
Beagle. Dachshurd and Basset Hound, Pointers
and Setters, Spaniels. Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Collies, House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.

methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7
inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. T h e au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this 'w ay learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The W easel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; T h e Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The W olf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or W ild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; T h e Pocket Gopher, The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES
B O O K of in
structions f o r
trappers about these
a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A . R.
llarding. This book
contains 232 pages,^
sizes 5 x 7 inches,
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed
on good heavy pa -5
per. The most com-j
plete book on howHj
t o m a k e “ h o m e -^
made” traps ever
published. Building
deadfalls and
con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Mfirtin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; IIow to Set;
W hen to Build; W h e r e to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; Tire Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; N um 
ber of Traps; W hen to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.

ORDERS TO

T

______ _ _
ELLS
about the
H udson Bay C om 
pany; Northern Indians
and their Modes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions' f o r
the,.
Wilderness, Things to
A void, etc., etc. T h e | H 5 ?
author (Martin Hunter) yjKE
was with the Hudson I p’ ae,
Bay Company for about j ffih 40 years— from 1863 to t fES'
1903 and the informa-H
tion is given from almost a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company; The “ Free Trader”
Outfitting- Indians. Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
Indians, Wholesome Foods. Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,*
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx ami Marten. Indian
Mode of Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts. Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping. A Pard Neces
sary, A Heroic Adven'ure. Wild Oxen. Long Lake
Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents

STEEL TRAPS

Price, postpaid, cloth hound 6 0 cents.

the
various makes
ncl tells how to use
them. A lso chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
This book contains
333 pages. 5 x 7 in.,
Igy?and 130 illustrations,
JL^printed on good qttal
Shitty heavy paper. Just
5 . * the book that trappers
Bhave
long
needed.
iKJGives the history of
IHsteel traps, how made,
“" s i z e s for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Ne>vhouse; W ell Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and W eb
Jaws; Victor, Ilawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps;
Stop
T hief Traps;
W ide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps;
Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; G ood Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall Trapping; Land
Trapping; W ater Trapping; W hen to Trap;
Some Deep W ater Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
e s c r ib e s

FUR FARMING
B O O K of j
information L
about fur-bearing! j
animals, enclos- ® I
ures, their h a b its,!*
care, etc., and i s !*
>i
th e
recognized!?
authority o n / u r t i
J.h
raising — now in I f
fourth edition— I ]
written from i n - " '
formation secur- ,
ed from reliable I
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is becorhing less.
Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 1pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, W hat Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising. Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

A

IFARMINC

practical

1,Price, poitpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

C. H. McKEjNZlE TRADING CO., PHILLIPS, MAINE.

or

profit.

CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS

T h e following books arc endorsed

A

D o n ’ t ta k e our
word for the extra
g o o d n e s s o f th e
bread, cake and pas
try made from this

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

BOOKS

PARTIES STILL
AT GRANT’S CAMPS

Let W illiam Tell

4, 1915.

D

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 ceuta.

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting
i A valuable
book for home
steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc.
The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ T o
the men who fol__
low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
cating; Early’ Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for H om e
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
EtC4 Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.

r

GAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
H IS is one of the
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 6S illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the W ood s, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and A xes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Gam e, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.

T

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
' j ' H E most practical book on fish
ing ever published.
B O O K of in
T h e author says;
struction, giv
“ For those who have
ing many methods
caught them, as well
of trapping. A val
as for those who
uable book for trap
never have.”
This
pers as it tells in al
book describes the
plain way what you
fish, tells their habits
want to know, that* \
and H O W . W H E N
is if you want to
and W H E R E to
catch mink.
This
catch them; also tells
book is edited by
|the K I N D of tackle
A . R. Harding, con
used for each fish.
tains about 50 illus
Book contains 255 pages, more than too
trations and nearly
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
200 pages, and is
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
d i v i d e d into 20
Reels; Ilooks, Lines and. Leaders; Flies;
chapters as follows:
Artificial Baits; Landing N ets, Gaffs, Tackle
General Informa
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care Boxes, Etc.; Bait Casting; Fly-Casting; Surfof Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and Casting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods; Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
Northern Methods; Unusual W ays; Illinois and Salmon; 1 ’ ike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’ and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish attd
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set; Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
L og and Other Sets; Points for the Young Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Traps.
Fish— Good Places.
,

MINK TRAPPING

A

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents

MAINE W 0 0 D S ,

Maine

COpUIAf fiFFFR Anyone of the above 60c books and one year’s d**| OC
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grade.
The game to be hunted is
ground hogs, squirrels, crows, hawks,
ducks, geese, and occasionally a
deer.

nice shiny new uniform I will at any much as honorable warfare is ex
rate be a splendid mark for some pected of civilized nations fighting
body1 I do not expect to do much other human beings, it seems just
good work in a uniform for any hunt about as legitimate to demand “ hon
Ans. I would get the .22 repeater er could spot me a good distance a- orable warfare” on the game. It has
Q u e s tio n § ^ /I^ i:L a tjfe
io f this^papen
Down in Maine during the just as much right to he alive as
as first choice on account of the way.
cheapness of ammunition; .25 rim deer season there will he uniformed human beings. We ourselves did not
where place it here. We have no right to
fire repeater, second choice.
It wardens at certain stations
would be foolish, to tackle deer with game must be examined and identi destroy it bfeyond a reasonable afied before taken out of the state. mount for sustenance. Let the game
any of these.
There
will be large printed signs at wardens of every county form a
5. Is the .22 high power suitable
for ladies’ use?
Does it cover all these stations telling all hunters the mutual conservation club, and study
American big game?
Will it shoot rules that must be followed. Every up the best ways to outwit unlawGet into
as hard or has it as much range as effort will be made to get the ex fu1 hunters and butchers.
.22s having longer barrels? I meaai amination over as scon as possible so “ hunter’s togs” and go after them as
That’ll fetch
! using a supplementary chamber with that hunters can return home. When one of themselves!
the license on shooting deer in ’em.
Ilong rifle cartridges.
Maine was raised from $15 to $25
Mate Wason.
Ans. It is suitable for ladies’ use.
(dollars) there was some kick, and
INot generally considered good for
many claimed that game hunters
Igame larger than small deer.
It
H IS F IR S T COON
would seek other fields in Canada.
will not shoot the .22 long rifle as
There should be more co-operation
A. B. D., East Holden, Ale.
that
to the rifling as soon as it leaves well as rifles chambered for
between wardens, guides, and resi Illinois Man Was Poor Mature Stm
In your reply to T. M. B., New the cartridge, whereas in the revolv cartridge.
dent and Suffered Accord
Kensington, Pa., you say that length er there is necessarily a short space
6. What rifle would you person dents of hunting regions in my opin
ingly.
ion.
It
has
been
often
proved
that
of barrel dees not increase the ef which tie bullet must travel in the ally prefer for big game, such
as
compared
with
non-residents,
the
res
ficiency.
1 have always been told cylinder, which is not rifled, before bear or moose? You sec I
am
Theodore J. Moser of Belleville, 111
that tlie longer barrels give
more it passes into the barrel.
inexperienced.
Please give me your ident hunters do most of the shoot
ing in the big game regions.
A tells the following story of his first
room for the powder to burn, and to
preference.
2. What length of barrel is best
coon hunt: —
get the utmost power out of a giv for accurate shooting?
Ans. The rifle you mention has game warden should be under federal
“ As long as I live I will never for
supervision so that he cannot be
en charge of powder, a barrel is nec
the
proper
amount
of
power.
Ans. It doesn’t make much differ
get
the terrible accident that I had
tempted
to
act
the
blind
horse
when
essary that is long enough for AJLL
7. Is the Blake rifle the same as
ence.
The popular length for pis
on
my
first coon hunt. Although some
friends
or
wealthy
hunters
try
to
the powder to burn IN the barrel.
the Krag?
tols is 10 inches; for revolvers, 6
buy him off.
A guide should
be of my friends (those that got within
Kindly explain WHY a short barrel
Ans.
Am
not
familiar
with
the
to IVi inches.
forced to carry a state license as an a block of me) knewr what happened
is as efficient as a long one.
Blake.
expert, and he should be held just a® to me that night they never knew
Ans. There is only one way to
8.
How
old
does
a
boy
have
to
be
W. B. G., East Bakersfield, Cal.
how it happened.
So I’ve conclud
test the velocities given by various
before he can hunt in the State of accountable to tllie laws as a gdme
1. Would be glad to have you ad Ohio?
warden.
Resident hunters
should ed to ‘fes®’ up and tell it all.
lengths of shotgun barrels properly,
“ In January, 1908, a party of
and that is by means of the electric vise the approximate range of: Colt
Ans. Write to the Chief
Game pay a license of three dollars a sea
friends
and I took a trip to New
Automatic,
.45
cal.,
5
inch
barrel,
son;
that
would
in
many
cases
bar
chronograph—a very expensive and
Warden of the State of Ohio.
Memphis, 111.
Having heard a great
delicate machine; also, even
with and Colt Automatic, .38 cal. 6 inch
9. Who is the editor of the Nat some poor hunters from the fields,
deal about coon hunting I persuaded
—poor
as
to
finances,
perhaps,
and
barrel.
finest ammunition, variations in vel
ional Sportsman?
also poor as to Shooting ability, but an uncle of mine, who had a good
Ans. The ballistics are: Colt Auto
ocity occur between successive shots
Ana. Newton Newkirk.
coon dog, to take u® coon hunting.
when fired under identically
the (Gov’t Model), .45 cal., muzzle veloc
10. What is the effective range of all tilings considered would it not
eventually go a great ways towards So the next night we started for a
same conditions of as muoh as forty ity, 800 ft. secs.; muzzle energy, 327 icp Ithaca shotgun, full choke?
place, about three miles south
of
feet pe* second.
It is therefore ft. lbs.; weight of bullet, 230 grains,
Ans. On ducks, about forty to protecting game and conserving it?
New
Memphis,
known
as
the
Ok
aw
Any
good
sport
that
is
not
worth
necessary to fire a long series
o f , Colt Auto, .38 cal., muzzle velocity, forty-five yards.
license Bottoms.
shots and take an average. Exper- 1,079 ft. secs.; muzle energy, 336 ft.
11. What rifle would you recom paying for in a reasonable
Hunting seemed to be good that
fee
will
in
time
become
‘‘rare"
sport
brents made in this way with the lbs.; w eig h t of bullet, 130 grains,
mend for my wife” s use? She wishes
night, and about midnight we had
indeed!
Young
boys
do
much
dam
various lengths of barrels using mod2. Does the .38 cal. automatic tr hunt deer.
She wishes one with
age withi rifles which should never four opossum and two coons in our
era smokeless powder shells show a make a good target gun, 6 Inch bar- out much recoil.
possession.
I, (having shot both
variation due to barrel length of a- |rel, and does the ‘‘kick" In this gun
Ans. Either the .25 Rem., 25-35 or have been placed in their hands. Liv.
coons from the tree, thought I was
stock
suffers
accordingly
when
stray
bout one foot per second per inch'am ount to anything?
.22 H. P.
a full-fledged cocn hunter, but, as I
■which, if you consider the variat- j Ans. Personally, I prefer the .45
12. What is the velocity of the .25 shots hit seme wild mark. That’s the
time when “ beef is sure to drop” I found out afterward, I was only an
ion which occurs between different \Gov’t Colt Auto for target work as rim fire?
amateur.
Everybody seemed to be
shots fired from the sam© length bar-; if is better balanced.
Both models
Ans. The velocity of the .25 rim tell you, and it’s no joke for a far
tired, so we concluded to camp out
mer
to
lose
Live
stock
in
these
days
rei, is so small as to be negligible, ! hav© fairly heavy recoil,
f're is 1,180 ft. per second.
cf high prices.
One friend cf mine for the rest of the night. We were
especially as the shorter
barrels
3. What do you considerthe best
who
goes
after
small
game in the gathering wood for a campfire when
handle so muoh easier. The length long range and target revolver, auto
fall
told
me
he
lost
all
his lunch, a the dog started on. a trail along
of barrel has no effect at all on the matic or otherwise?
box
of
cartridges,
and
a
couple cig Maple slough.
pattern.
A 26-inch full choke bar
Ans. Either the Colt Officers’
“ Nobody wanted to follow, so I
ars,
when
he
left
has
automobile
at
rel will shoot just as close at all Model or the Smith &. Wesscn, Mil
grabbed a lantern and a gun and
a
convenient
spot
to
enter
the
woods
ranges as a thirty-two inch barrel.
itary ard Police Model, 1905, with
He will no doubt put up at some started to find ‘Mir. Coon..’ I heard
'target sights; both makes
to
be
firm
house next time, but he thought the dog barking, and when I got
L. W-, Oak Harbor, Wash.
made to handle the .38 S&W- Specit.
was
far from “ funny” when he there he had the coon treed. After
1. I wou’d like to know
whi-qli iei cartridge,
and another man returned to the ear failing to see anything that looked
one of these two shotguns shoots
only
to find nary a bite.
Cne re like a coon I examined the tree. I
the stronger, a 12 gauge full choke ! j . W., Springbrook, Iowa,
freshing
comfort
was
a
thermos
bot was ‘tickled to death,’ when I saw
pump gun or a 12 gauge full choke
I would like to buy a ICrag rifle
that the trunk of the tree W'as hol
tle
of
coffee
which
the
greenhorns
automatic shotgun.
from the government.
Will
you
low. I grabbed a stick and started to
failed
to
“
size
up*
evidently.
On
Ans. Th,e
autoloading
shotgun ; kindly advise me how to get one? A Sportsman from the
Middle
poke ‘Mr. Coon’ out of that hole. I
that
quart
bottle
of
coffee
the
two
shoots just as hard and close as the Do I have to be a member of the
noticed a peculiar odor when I start
hunters
rede
heme
in
the
cold,
blamStates
Gives
Views
on
pump gun or double gun for the National Rifle Association to secure
ed,
but I kept right after him.
I
imr “ boys” or another type of the
simple reason that in the autoloading, one?
Wihat does membership
in
Game Laws.
managed to poke him out and the dog
“
meanest
man”
for
their
discom
gun the shell remains locked in the the Association cost?
grabbed him.
He showed fight and
fort.
enamber until the shell head stops
Ans. Krag rifles can be bought
I started to help the dog when I
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
The gradual thinning out cf the
pressing against the breech block, from the Government if you are a
noticed the dog wasn’t so anxious to
Penn., Cct. 30.—Til e call of the game in regions where it has
al
The barrel and breech block recoil, , member cf a rifle club affiliated with
,
woods is again upon us. War news ways abounded is caused by severa tackle him again.
locked together, about a quarter o f ; the National Rifle Association, or by
“
Right
there’s
where
I
got
mine.
has lost its savor compared to the abuses.
One is that big
lumber
an inch during the time the shot life membership in the N. R. A.
Iheated arguments as to who owns camps cook and serve as many as What I thought was ‘Mr. Coon,’ hap
charge is passing through the
bar Regular membership in the N.‘ R. A. j
the best gun or hunting dog. Any 50 or 60 deer to the men during a pened to be ‘Mr. Skunk.’ What hap
rel. In the double barrel or pump is a dollar a year; life membership \
.
.
.
..
,
».
old
dog that can run and smell gar
season; much game escapes the war pened to me is sad to tell. I started
gun, the whole gun recoils instead is twenty-five dollars.
Write to Al-1
! is now receiving the kindest of at dens in spite of efficient work on to do a hundred yards in 10 flat to
c! just the block and barrel.
b©rt S. Jones, Secretary National
When I got theretention.
Old Bill Worthen told the part of that worthy brotherhood, ward the camp.
2. What is meant by “ full choke?’’ Rifle Association, 1108 Woodward
started,
me the other day that his dog Post, —killed unlawfully and shipped out of the boys gave a yell and
Ans. The term “ full choke” is ap Bldg., Washington, D. C., for further
through
the
woods.
I
followed
them,
—?i dinky little mongrel cur that I the state.
The honest co-operation
plied to barrels that will put at least information.
vouldn’t look at for a minute—was of railroads and express companies but I stumbled and fell, breaking my
70% of their charge in a thirty inch
quite a clever hunting dog and that will help stop the unlawful shipping lantern.
When I got up they were
circle at forty yards.
This is ac Ithaca, Stockport, Ctliiio.
be expected to take him out in the of game.
gone,
so
I
started back to the old
The preservation of wild
1. Please give me the address o '
complished by borin.g the barrel with
woods this fall.
I’d like
to
be game, the establishment of fish hate campfire and lost my way. I wander
a constriction at the muzzle.
the Springfield Arms Cot.
Is it
somewhere around when he “ hunts” eries, the protecticn of our native ed through the woods for a few
the same as th,e company that makes
and let loose a. stray ball into his song birds are subjects worthy of the hours trying to find it, and
then
the U. S. Service rifle?
I want
J. H. M., Gen esc o, 111.
hrid quarters just to see him get government’s attention at any time, gave up in despair.
I built a fire
the
1.
Is a target pistol more accurspecial information regarding
actually busy for once.
till
and are in my opinion just as im and determined to stay there
ate than a target revolver?
If so, rifle that handles the Model ’03 and
T expect to be <n the job
again portant for the good of future gener one of the boys came after me. Awhy?
’06 Spitzer printed ammunition; also
bout 8 o ’clock in th© morning my
Ans. The target pistol is more about the other models of .Spring- this fall as game warden, and with a |ations as the conservation of forest
uncle found me.
trees
for
fuel
or
lumber.
In
one
accurate than the target revolver field rifle®.
“ He had a suit of clothes and a
of my wanderings through the Penn
mainly because the hul’et starts in
Ans. So far as I have been able
spade that he borrowed from a trap
sylvania
mountain
regions
I
follow
to find out, there is no company of
After changing my clothes r
ed a cross-country road which
was per.
the name you mention. Tile Sprrngburied my coon-hunting clothes and
formerly
a
railroad
I
was
told,
and
f e!d rifle, Model c f 1903, chamb
as I noticed the profusion of berries then, we went back to New Mem
ered for ti e Model of 1906 cartridge,
How to Establish it
going to waste within twenty-five or phis.
which is ti e official U. S. govern
“ About a year later I asked, my
As surely as “one good turn deserves ment rifle at present, is made
thirty males of a city which is pay
Sis,
by
another,” just as surely, one good habit
uncle
bow lie happened to find me
ing big prices for flour, sugar, etc.,
forms another. Get your bowels into the United States in Government ar
that morning.
He laughed and said:
it
did
seem
a
pity
that
people
could
the good habit of acting every day, and mories.
Even though
it will do your whole hotly a good
not enjoy those berries. My friend’s ‘Nothing to it, Teddy.
2. Which will shoot the closer and
I
had
a
bad
cold
I
had
no trouble
hunting
dog,
a
Gordon
Setter,
drove
turn Natural, daily movement
/ P IHarder, the Itthaca or tKe Win,-host,
•
•
bowels is the open secret of the health- l
^
In tracing yoq.’
a
big
black
bear
out
from
his
feed
habit. If irregular get this habit by j er at the same distance, both bar
ing place; we did not have guns but
using “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. A pels fu’ l choke?
Value of Acquaintance.
remedy that rids you of constipation
the dog was se mad his hair stood ti
Ans. They shoot about the same.
Opposite State House, Boston, M ass.
A gentleman who was spending a
and helps to establish regular bowel
as straight as a ramrod, and l ad the month in the Highlands went to hire
3.
Has any one ever used
the
Offers room with hot and
action.
‘
cold water for $1.00 per day
bear not retreated I am sure the dog a carriage for the purpose of taking
If s-,
I have used “ I.. F.” Atwood’ s Medicine for Newton High Plower rifle?
and up, which includes free
would have put up a game fight. Sev his family for a drive. He looked at
some time and find it an excellent remedy for
jj.
r e | faille e n d is it A m e r ic a n
use o f public shower baths.
many sicknesses. 1 have had a bad stomach
era! coveys of birds were
flushed a vehicle and inquired how many it
trouble and often tale a dose o f “ L. Iris,’ , m a d e ?
Nothing to Equal This in New England
would hold. The ostler scratched his
which relieves me very quickly. Mydaughter ,
c v v p rm l
r,pn r1e
in rliffp,re>nt
during the walk across country.
is troubled with sick headaches, but
is much i A l l s .
>■e e r a i 1 e o . - 1
m I .l i t r e .
“It
better since she began taking your remedy. p a r t s 0f t h e country
have
trie d
Now' that the 1915 season is
in head thoughtfully and replied:
Rooms
with
private
baths
1 find it an excellent bowel regulator.
1
hauds four generally, but six if
for
$1.50
per
day
and
up;
view it seem® a good time for New they're weel acquaint!”
M*s. N. P. Nason.
them out.
I don t think they are
suites of two rooms and bath
K. F. D. No. 3, Uest Buxton, Mr.
procurable ait present.
Year resolutions, even though slight
for $4.00 per day and up.
ly
“out of season.”1’
Let every real
eX
e fo J a T /e
«•w l" c ” of
these
n ta
would
Apparent Contradiction.
A B S O L U T E L Y FIREPROOF sportsman make a vow that he will
FREE.—**Ye Olde Songs,” words and music you get i f y o u were buying:
.25
“ She twists her husband around her
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt of ‘
rx,mart:-n „ r-iem Q>>
rim
not be a ‘‘spoilsman!”
Hunting is little finger.” “Why, 1 thought you
3 outside yellow wrappers from the bottles, jT m
tire repeating Title, .62
nm
Send for Booklet
together with your opinion of our Medicine, j £ r e reipeatjng, cr .32 center fire rein
reality
a
“
war
game”
on
the said she had him under hep t humb.”—•
STORER F. GRAFTS
G en.
Manager
“L. F.” MEDICINE, CO., Portland, Me. poating, er a .22 repeater,
target
Ibirds, animals, and fish, and inas- Baltimore American.

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

THE HUNTING

SEASON IS ON

A GOOD HABIT

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

M A IN E
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SENIOR CLASS
GIVES PARTY
Guide Ben Gile Secures Two Fine
Bears.
(Special Corresoondence.)

Rangeley, November 3.— Win, Lamb
who lias been the guest of his daugh
ter, Mrs. Albert Danrali of Richmond
re.turned (home Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Abbott have
moved to Stratton, where Mr. Abbott
has employment*
Ren Gile recently secured
two
tine bears near his camp, weighing
about 200 and 300 pounds respective
ly.
They are now in the hands of
Taxidermist Picked who will
make
them into two handsome rugs.
F. C. Porter and Joe Lamb are
clearing up the bushes and grounds
of the Schieren camp at
Dodlge
Pend.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Ara J. Ross, Saturday, October 30.
Mrs. Chas. Haley is caring for them.
Mrs. G. W. Brooks returned from
a visit with relatives and friends in
Richmond and Phillips respectively.
Mr. Brooks met her at Phillips with,
fhe auto,.
Frank Philhrick returned home the
past week from Fan joy’s Camps,
where he has been guiding. At pres
ent he is engaged in fixing up his
premises for winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Badger and,
daughter, Anita returned Thursday
from, a few days’ visit with relatives
in Phillips.
Chas. L. Hamden is at Kennebago
with a hunting party.
Mrs. P. A. Tibbetts and children
have returned home from Portland,
where they have been the past two
weks.

WOODS,

Mrs. Amos Ellis is spending the
week with her sister, Mrs. W. T.
Hoar.
Mias Grace A. Graves and brother,
Charles of Sidney came
by
auto
Tuesday and are visiting at George
Russell’s.
A delightful Hallowe’en party was
held at the Grange ball under the
auspices of the Senior class R. H.
S.
Ttlie hall was prettily decorated
with genuine Jack-o’-lanterns. Black
cats and crepe paper appropriate to
th,e season were also used. A witch’s
tent and numerous witches scat
tered through the crowd gave
the
assembly a proper appearance. Dur
ing the evening a candy table and
fish pond, presided over respective
ly by Zelma Robertson and
Faye
Ellis helped swell the funds of the
treasury.
The entertainment
was
as follows:
Reading,
Ima Moore
Farce, ‘‘Fortune,” two acts. Charact
ers', Madlelaine Hamden, Mildred
Hun toon, Carl Jones, Hubert
Lamb, Constantine Hamden
Reading,
Susie Stewart
Song, Susie Tibbetts, Mrs.
C.
B.
Harris, accompanist
Reading,
Ida Pepper
Piano solo,
Faye Ellis
Tableau, “ Duty,’ ’ Everdeeipe
Rob
bins, Eleanor Moore
Reading,
Madelaine Hamden
The program wras followed by a so
ciable, music for which was furnish
ed by Mrs. C. B. Harris.
Nearly
$25 was realized from the entertain
ment.
•
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Proctor and
family have returned from New Vine
yard where they have been for the
past three weeks.
Mrs. Daniel Roes is enjoying a
vacation from her duties at
the
post office.
Mrs. H. A. Furbish has been in
Lewiston the past week.

P H IL L IP S ,
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NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND
George Gup-till of Milo shot a bird
last w'eek, supposed at first to be
a hen hawk, but upon closer inspec
tion. it was found to be a Peregrine
falccn or duck -l awk, a very
rare
bird.
Fortunately the shot did not
kill the bird and a M-ilo taxidermist,
Is in correspondence With
parties
out of the State in regard to its pur
chase for exhibition in a zoo.
A
bird of this kind has not been
seen in this section for 25 years at
least.
They are frequently seen in
England. 'The scientific name of th
bird is faico peregrinus.
Supt. Stanley of the Auburn Fish
Hatchery is mourning the loss
of
-one;' of the deer he has had there
for the past year or two.
During
one of the recent rains the water
washed out a small hole under the
fence and the doe which give birth
to a pretty little fawn last year es
caped.
As yet he has been unable
to locate her and he fears that the
dogs have frightened her so
she
will not come back.

saw Mrs. Bruin, the mother of the
cub, coming for him with maddene
pace, her mouth opened and growl
ing fiercely.
She was within ten
feet of him before he was aware of
her presence.
Quick as a flash, he
turned his automatic rifle upon the
approaching angered mother
bear
and shot her dead in her tracks, the
bullet cutting open her throat and
severing her windpipe.
He began to think he was in a
nest of bears, for immediately
he
.saw another on the ground near him,
also making for him and a fourth in
the tree.
He shot one and the
other escaped.
Afterwards he said
things happened so fast that it was
nearly impossible to tell the story
cogently.
His only regret was that,
there was no moving picture machine
to “ take” the scene.
A shipment o f black foxes from
Prince Edward Island passed through
Bangor Saturday
afternoon
for
Springfield, Ma-ss.
They were se
curely packed in wooden bcx.es cov
ered with wire netting so that there
was little possibility of their escap
ing.

HOW GREAT INDUSTRY BEGAN

Chief Game Warden John Bowden
is to distribute 20 cans of fish from Chemist May Be Said to Have Stum
bled Over a Discovery of lm-,
Belgrade hatchery for W. C. Dinsmense Importance.
more of Macliias on October 22.
An experimenting chemist, endeav
Edward E. Race, superintendent of oring to produce artificial quinine, us
the Green Lake United States fish ing a base known as aniline, not only
hatchery, was a visitor to Bangor, obtained coloring matter called mauve,
Saturday on business.
Mr.
Race but laid the foundation for the coal-tar
reports that the season’s work has color industry, which has developed
started at the hatchery and the re until today almost every color and
shade of color is derived from ani
pairs that have been underway are
line. Aniline had been obtained previ
practically completed.
ously from the Indigo plant “anil.”
The discovery of mauve created a
Because beaver are doing actual, large demand for the artificial aniline
substantial damage to property
In base, and gave unexpected value to
the town of Medway, the state fish benzine. It yielded ajiiline by being
and game commission has declared treated with nitric acid and with the
an open season for beaver
from borings of cast iron powdered Into
Nov. 1, 1915, to Feb. 29, 1916. Dur dust. Having done its' work in the
ing the open season it shall be law aniline still, the dust was used by the
ful for any licensed h-unter and trap gas maker to cleanse his coal gas from
sulphur, and then it passed to the
per of fur-bearing animals to trap manfacturing chemist, who burned the
beaver thereon, bu-t no person shall sulphur out of it and produced a sul
set a trap for beaver within
ten phuric acid—a cycle of operations
L A K E W O O D CA M P S,
feet of a beaver house.
whose beginning and end was the uti
MIDDLEDAM, MAINE
lization of waste. This method of pro
In one of the best localities for fishing and
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
Supt. W . McDonald of the Belgrade ducing color was responsible for the
or without bath. For particulars write for free
circular to
Lake hatchery was in Bangor Fri desolate madder fields of France and
.
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
day noon, with 50.000 salmon finger- Holland and for the loss to the Hindus
Lakewood Gamps,
Middledam, Me.
of their long-cherished indigo cultiva
lings for Bog Lake, a tributary to tion. Anthracene, one of the heavier
Machias
river,
i
n
the
town
of
NorthV IA RUMFORD FALLS
oils of coal tar, caused the fall of the
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly field.
In Bangor the shipment was madder-growing industry. The madder
hstiing begins about June 1 . Send for circular.
Warden produced violets, reds, blacks, purple
Bouse always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK A CO.. taken in charge by Chief
Upper Dam, Maine.
and dark browns. Anthracene was
John Bowden.
sold very cheaply for lubricating pur
Come to PIERCE POND CAMPS
Harry Briggs, state superintendent poses until certain chemists heated it
where you are sure of getting game, deer, bears
with zinc filings and produced alizarin,
and birds. Reduced rates. $15 license. Send of Maine fish hatcheries, was a visit
and then the secret of the madder
for circular.
or
to
Bangor,
Friday,
on
his
return
C. A. SPAULD IN G .
Caratunk. Me.
plant was discovered. In this way
from Tunk pond, where he inspected chemistry displaced agriculture, one
the new hatchery.
Mr. Briggs re pound of alizarin having the coloring
Go to
ports that' it is proving to be very power of ninety pounds of madder,
BLAINE VILE S’
successful and the fish are thriving and the lubricating oil sold at a trifle
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS
vigorously.
The temperature of the as waste became a valuable coloring
Dead River,
Maine water is never above 55 degrees, matter.
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent A ccom  which closely approximates natural
modations, Reasonable Prices.
conditions, and is ideal for hatching HAD ORIGIN IN DIPLOMACY
Special Sunday Dinners.
purposes.

Where To Go In Maine
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fishinsr and hunting. Solid for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
Oaratunk, Me.

YORK C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT

J o h n < £ a rville*s G a m p s
at S p rin g L ake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-claas,
elevation 1,800 feet abovo oea level, grandest seenary and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Laka furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Dtvearusarid ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buskboard roads only a-12 miles. A n ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
4fllage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CAR VILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

Blakeslee

Lake Camps

Round Mountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
booklet. D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor.
Round Mountain. Maine

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, DEAD R IV E R REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.
particular. Maine's ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
W E S T
E N D
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

H O T E L
fl. M. C ASTN E R , Prop’r.
Portland,

Maine

PACKARD S GAMPS
R a n geley <L»akes
R a n geley.
M aine

Thoroughly first class. The hotel fo r
Open from May 15th' to Dec. 1st.
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
ridge and duck hunting.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
KANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
On Rangeley Lake.
American plan. Send for circular.

COME TO CARRY POND CAMPS

Thoroughly m odem . On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year.
Lake View House
luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeiey, Maine.

for the fall hunting and be comfortable.
A furnace heated house when too cold
for log cabins. License for deer shoot
ing now fifteen dollars. Write for
further information.
Deer, Bear, Partridge and Woodcock
HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Poiid, Me.
Via Bingham shooting. New locality open to hunt
ers. Write to

HUNTERS
H E M O N S. BLACK.W ELL,

MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
A N D LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangreleys. Beftfe fishinu region.
Ipecial June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

W ESSELL CAM PS

M adaw asK a

BILLY SOULE'S

NEW

CAM PS

LAKE M ILLM AGASSBTT

BE A SPORT
and go hunting this fall. Y ou will find good,
w'.rm camps, good table and good beds at the

L a k e s , M a in e

P. O. Address ST O C K H O L M . Me,
B. & A. R . R . on good auto road.
per day. $10.50 per week.

Saddleback Lake Camps,
Dalian. Maine.

3 miles from
Rates $2.00

September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
of partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Maine.
R AN G ELE Y L A K E S
Camp Bemis. The Birches. The Barker. W rite
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BAR K ER . Bemis. Maine*,

Editor George W. Norton of the
Portland Express Advertiser, who
spent a month’ls vacation at the
Knight camp, Molunkus, recently, ha
a thrilling story in his newspaper
regarding a narrow escape of Ed
ward P. Knight, proprietor of tihe
camp.
While out hunting, he caugh
sight of a cub bear and started in
pursuit.
He raised his rifle
and
fired.
Rushing on almost heedless
ly without waiting to see whether he
had gotten his animal, his attention
was attracted by something to one
side and looking around to the left,

Y o u need not b e an
“ ad writer'* to use these
colu m n s.
S tate y ou r
wants simply, and above
all truthfully.
^ O r t e l e p h o n e this
office and the clerk will
ads

are

the

biggest little investments
you can make.

"When you are in Rome do as R one
does,” is one of the proverbs that are
so old that their origin is lost in the
mists of antiquity.
It is generally asserted, however,
that it arose from the following inci
dent, given in one of St. Augustine’s
epistles: “ Augustine was in the habit
of dining upon Saturday as upon Sun
day, but being puzzled with the dif
ferent practices then prevailing (for
they had begun to fast at Rome on
Saturday) he consulted St. Ambrose,
the bishop of Milan, on the subject.
The answer of the Milan saint was
this: ‘When I am here I do not fast
on Saturday, but when at Rome I do
fast on Saturday.’ ”
Burton, in his “Anatomy of Melan
choly,” speaks of those persons who
are always swayed in mind and action
by their surroundings. “ When they
are at Rome,” he says, “ they do there
as they see done.”
Uncle

Eben.

When a man has a general
grouch,” said Uncle Eben, “he tries
to kind o’ apologize for it by kickin’
'bout de weather.”

SALEM

write your ad.
<JW ant

Famous Phrase W hich Is Often Used
Has Been Ascribed to a
Bishop of Milan.

Nov. 2.
Ellsworth Brothers have been reBhingling their buildings,
Mr. and Mrs. John Ellsworth are
visiting friends im Wilton this week.
Quite a delegation went from this
place to attend Rev. Felix Powell’s

meeting in Phillips Sunday evening.
Mrs. Lillian Nickels and Miss An
gie Love joy were in Bath a few
day® ago.
Mrs. Trott of Peak’s Island
has
been visiting her daughter,
Mrs.
W. E. Whitney.
Levi Reed trapped a large bear
one day last week.
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Woodcock
and ML and Mrs. Roland Plaisted
enjoyed a few days’ outing at Tufts
Pond recently.
Miss York of Wilton is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Alton Adanns.
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Harris are visit
ing in town.

EAST WELD
Nov. 1.,
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Keliew of Montwait, Mass., who have been visiting
Mrs. Keliew'® parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs. I. H. Ruker for nearly two
weeks, returned home Monday. They
came in a Ford auto and Mr. and
Mrs. Wood also of Montwait came
with them for the ride and to see
some mountains which Mrs. Wood
had never seen.
Mr. and Mrs.
Wood enjoyed the ride very much
returning the next day by train. Mr.
and Mrs. Keliew sang two duets
at the Congregational church
last
Sunday at the evening service, ‘ ‘Thy
Will be Done,” and “ Twilight.” Mr.
Keliew also sang a solo, “ Teach Me
to Pray.”
Their singing was well
appreciated as there were many more
than usuai at the evening service,
and they received special
thanks
from the Rev. Woodworth and dif
ferent members of the congregation.
Mr. and Mrs. Kehew intend to go to
Florida to spend tlie winter. They
expected to go by boat and start the
first o f next week either from Bos
ton or New York.
Halford Buker was home from Wil
ton Academy over Sunday.
H.
E. Viining and
Bert
Vining
threshed several lots of grain
on
Center Hill last week with a gasoline
engine and finished their threshing
Monday at I. H. Bilker’s.
E.
P. E. Foster got hurt
badly
Monday while lie was cutting wood.
A tree fell on him stunning him.
When they found him he had got
ten from under the tree but was
unconscious.
Dr. Marshall, wdio at
tended him said be was quite romfbrtable early in the evening, though
still unconscious.
Elder Woodworth was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Buker last Sat
urday.
Dr. A. T. Wimg had the misfortune
to hurt one of his eyes last Mon
day morning so badly that it wil
keep him from his office a few days
He its the guest of his aunt, Mrs
i. H. Buker while ill.
There was a Hallowe'en entertain
ment at the Woods school house Fri
day evening, October 29. The scliol
ars acted their parts very
nicely,
w.iich gave due praise to their teach
er, jVJj-s. Lena Pettengill. There was
a goodly number out. Admission 5f,
and the proceeds is to go for a
map for the sclioolhouse.

WEST FARMINGTON
Nov. 1.
Tommy Dustin lias been painting
Mrs. Edwin Sawyer's house.
Mrs. Harriet Derby
visited lier
home in Temple last week.
Mrs. Clara Fournier and Mrs. Leon
L.eigliton recently visited their par
ents at Livermore Fhlls.
Walter Farmer Ls building a wood
shed near his stable.
Tom Salbert, who has been laid up
with an injured leg is very much
improved.
The ladies of the Village Improve
ment society served another success
ful supper last Tuesday
evening.
When the ladies of that society take
hold of anything they, make it go
all right.
Services at the F. B. church will
commence at 2 o’clock instead of
1.30 hereafter.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Murray of
Portland are spending a few days
in town looking after their apples.
Jodie Hines has returned home and
gone into his father's store. Through
the efforts of the Village Improve
ment society $100 was raised last
week for the benefit of the F. B.
cliurch in this village.
The money
is to be used for shingling the
church and the church is very grate
ful for the amount.
Mrs. Herbert E. Marble of Lewis
ton recently spent a few days with
her father, Frank Locke.

M A IN E

Vi

POST CARD SHOWER
CHEERS INVALID

' H IL LIP S ,

progressing rapidly although it is es
throated that it will take about three
weeks to complete the work.
Dr. W. J. Trefethem of Wilton was
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Leigh
ton several days last week. During
Rev. John Dunstan Conducts Ser his stay he and Mr. Leighton en
joyed a hunting trip.
vices at Stratton.
Mrs. Jennie Howard came
from
Peaks Island last week and visited
(Special Correspondence.)
her sister, Mrs. Mary Taylor a few
Strong, November 2.—Jesse Phil-1days.
bps picked a stem upon which was
Several automobile loads of people
the strawberry blossom, green ber
attended
the meeting at Phillips
ries aiul several ripe berries. Quite
Monday night which was conducted
a rare sight for October 30th.
bv Rev. Felix Powell.
Maurice Leighton went to Orono
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Look and son,
Friday morning to spend the week
end with his brother, Chester F. Burehard spent Sunday in New Vine
Leighton, who is a sophomore
at yard, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
the University of Maine. While there Warren Look and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. William Blanding and
he attended the Orono and Colby
granddaughter,
little Vivian Porter,
football game which resulted in vic
tory for Orono 31 to 6.
He return and Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Adams of
ed home Monday noon, after having Farmington Falls spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Leighton. They
a most delightful time.
Miss Wilma Dodge of Farmington, made the trip in Mr. Adams’ auto
with a party of friends, spent Sun mobile.
Sunday morning at the close of
day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Elbridge Gerry’s eloquent ser
Benj. Dodge.
Rev. Dibridge Gerry of Farming- mon Mrs. Menzor A. Will and Mrs.
ton preached an excellent
sermon Ralph Starbird sarg a very beauti
at the Methodist
church
Sunday ful duet.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chandler of
morning, from Matt. 5: 41.
Phillips
were in town the first of the
Rev. John Dunstan went to Strat
ton Saturday night to conduct ser week, the guests of their son, Har
vices there Sunday.
He returned ry Chandler and wife.
Ralph Hennings of Waterviile is
home Monday.
Viticent Pottle, Clarence
Tash, in town overhauling Raymond StarRalph Eustis and Burehard
Look bird Is Cole automobile.
Mrs. Ralph Starbird was in Far
took a hike through Freeman Sat
mington Friday on business.
urday afternoon.
C. N. Mastermam of Wilton gave
Mrs. Charles F. Thompson
was
very happily surprised last Monday, a demonstration of wear-ever alumin
under
it being hep birthday, to receive a 1um wear Tuesday afternoon
large shower of post cards frenx her \the auspices of the Queen Esthers
An admis
friends.
Sh.e also received several and the Ladies’ Aid.
tokens of remembrance. Mrs. Thomp sion of ten cents was charged and
son is in poor health and obliged each lady was given a sample of
re
to remain in the house all of the the aluminum wear and light
time.
It was a delight to her freshments were served.
P. D. Stubbs and Lincoln Worthmany friends to give her a little
ley were in Boston last week on buscheer.
Work on the suspension bridge is
L O C A T IN G T H E T R O U B L E .
W E N T TO T H E

H O S P ITA L

M A IN E ,

NOVEMBER

4, 1915.

mess.
The entertainment given by the
Camp Fire Girls last Friday evening
in Luce’s hall .was a success social
ly and financially.
All present had
a most delightful time. Much credit
is due their guardian, Miss Clarisa
Flint.
Mitchell C. True, wbo has spent
the past year with his sister, Mrs.
OMve Dodge, hag gone to Massachus
etts to visit his daughter.
He ex
pects to be away several weeks.
Dr. and Mrs. Riohard H. Stubbs
and little son of Augusta were in
town Sunday calling on relative®.
Mrs. Emma Hodgman of Phillips
was in town last week the guest of
Mrs. Fred Daggett.
Milo Lewis and Henry Cook of
Turner are in town visiting relativ
es.
Ralph Starbird has gone to Dead
River to work for Charles Richards.

EUSTIS
Mrs. George Ricker and Mrs. Omar
Durrell have ccme out from Big Is
land where they have been working
this summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Rice of New
Vineyard are visiting the
latter’s
mother, Mrs. Melvina Day and brethe~, Percy Day.
Will Sylvester of New Portland
and daughter, Mrs. A. Boman, and
son of Oakland recently visited the
former’s sister, Mrs. William Lockyor.
Mrs. Edison Sylvester and
baby
visited Mrs. M. H. Norton on Eustis
R’ dge, Saturday.
Mrs. George Douglass has returned
home from the Chain of Pond® sport
ing camps, where she has been work
ing this summer.
Mrs. Joe Arsenault lias returned
trt her home in Stratton after visit
ing her son, Warren Dyer and
family a week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Miller of Mad
ison are visiting relatives in town.
Donald Emery and Helon
Taylor
have come out from Big Island,
where they have been carrying the
mail to the different places on the
Preserve this summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Ranger and
daughters, Phyllis and Thelma, have

When one is suffering from back
C. E. Blanchard, postmaster, Blan ache, rheumatism, lumbago, bilious
chard, Cal., writes:
“ I had kidney ness, sharp pains, sore muscles, and
trouble so bad I had to go to the stiff joints it is not always easy to
hospital.
Foley Kidney Pills com- locate the source of trouble, but
oletely cured me.”
Men and women nine times out of ten it can be
testify they banish lame back, stiff traced to overworked, weakened cr
F'oley
Kidney
joints, sore muscles and sleep dis diseased kidneys.
You Needn’t keep on feeling disof
turbing bladder ailments.
Floyd E. ! Pi’ Is have benefited thousands
tiessed after eating, nor belching,
sufferers.
Floyd E. Parker.
Parker.
nor experiencing
nausea between
meals.
Hood's Sarsaparilla cures dv
spepsia—it strengthens the stomach
and other digestive organs for the
proper performance of their functions
Take Hood's.

SATURDAY SPECIALS
Any 25c Box Stationery,
Any 50c Box Stationery,

2ic
^

40c

$1 25 Hot W ater Bottle,

89c

$2.00 Combinations,

$1.69

50c Cake Sempre Giovine

40c

(Ask about this)

50c Copyright Books,

42c

One 25c Tube Tooth Paste
One 25c Tooth Brush,
50c Value for 41c
10c Toilet Paper, either blocks or rolls,

7c

10 per cent reduction on all Flash Lights
and Batteries, and we have a complete line.
The Chesterfield Cigar 5c Straight, 4c each
7 to a customer.
Regular 40c Chocolates, 18 different kinds, 29c per lb.
40c Jumbo Salted Peanuts

*

29c per lb.

The Boric Acid which you have the coupon for
will be re idy for distribution Saturday, call and
redeem your ticket.

FLOYD E. PARKER
NO. I B E A L B LO C K

iP

'

b ia s e s aoraKtaiBraBS

SI1NTAY K0l!R5: 10 A, M, to 12 M.

P H IL L IP S, M E.

Store
5 P. M. to 7 P. M,

Also open when the Sunday Papers arrive.
THE STORE W H E R E Y O L R TR A D E IS APPRECIATED.
HSBBMB9

N O T IC E

OF S A L E

Please take notice that I will sell
under authority of the Bankruptcy
Court tie following described prop
erty:
All the right, title and inter
est of the estate of Ralph H. Preble,
of Phillips, which consists in an
equity of redemption in the following
described real estate:
A certain lot or parcel of
land,
toeether with the buildings thereon,
s:'tuate in said Phillips, and bounded
and described as follows, to wit: —
Beginning at the
intersection of
Main and Depot Streets, in Phillips
Lower Village, and running easterly
on the south line of said Main Street
t> irty-two feet; thence southerly, par
allel with the west end of the el'l
attached to the Worthley
House,
so-called, to a point fourteen
feet
north of the store building contain
ing Wilbur Hall, so-called;
thence
westerly, parallel* with said store
building and fourteen feet
there
from, to the east line of said 'Depot
Street; thence northerly on the east
line oif «aid Depot Street
to
the
point of beginning.
Also granting a right of way in
common on the south of the premis
es hereby conveyed, from said De
pot Street to the Harden shop lot.
In part consideration of this grant
it is agreed that the grantee,
his
heirs or assigns, shall never permit
the premises keireby conveyed to be
used for the sale of groceries, flour,
grain cr mill stuffs.
The sale will be held on the 15th
day o*f November, 1915, at 2 o’clock
p. m., at the store within described,
and will be by public auction. No
bids will be received under one hun
dred dollars ($100.00), and
title
will be taken subject to mortgage.
The sale will be for cash, and a
deposit of 50% must be paid at the
c ’ose of the bidding or the bid Will
be rejected.
H. E. Bell, Deputy Sheriff.

9

gone to the Big Island camps to stay
for the winter.
Friday evening the
Hallowe’en
party and entertainment given
by
ti e pupils of the Eustis schools wa.s
well attended.
There was a pleas
ing program.
The school took in
over $6.00 at the door, while the
Camp Fire Girls made $4.30 at their
candy table.

EVERYBODY NEEDS
PURE, JRICH BLOOD

Pure blood enables the stomach,
liver and other digestive organs to do
their work properly. Without it they
are sluggish, there is loss of appetite,
sometimes faintness, a deranged state
of the intestines, and, in general, all
the symptoms of dyspepsia.
Pure blood is required by every
organ of the body for the proper per
REED'S MILL*
formance of its functions.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure
Nov. 2.
blood, and this is why it is so suc
A good sized congregation greet cessful in the treatment of so many
ed our pastor, Miss Lillian Leathers, diseases and ailments. Its acts di
Sunday morning and listened to a rectly on the blood, ridding it o f
very helpful sermon from the text scrofulous and other humors. It is
a peculiar combination o f blood-puri
<!My God shall supply
all
your fying, nerve-toning, strength-giving
needs.”
Rev. Arthur Leech of Cor substances. Get it today.
nish will preach in the church again
rext Sunday.
It is hoped all will
A
make a special effort to attend as SUnchfield in very poor health.
takes great pains to come
out good number of his friends Showed
their kindly spirit by making a “bee”
fmm camp to preach to us.
We are sorry to report Linwood and getting him up a woodpile.
A large delegation from Reed’s
Mill, accompanied by their pastor,
C H E A P E R T H A N H O M E -M A D E .
Miss Leathers, attended service® at
You cannot make a good cough Phillips Sunday evening.
medicine at home for as little as you
Mrs. H. J. Wing visited her daugh
pay for Foley’s Honey and Tar, nor ter, Mrs. Everdeen Hinkley at Liv
can you be sure of getting the ermore Falls last week,
returning
fresh, full strength, dean and pure home Saturday.
materials.
Did you ever hear of a
The choir rehearsal will be at the
home-made cough medicine doing the church the 13th.
work that Foley’s is doing every day
S U B SCRIBE
N O W FOR
M A IN E
all over the country.? Floyd E. Park
WOODS.
$1.50 A Y E A R .
er.

Use Your Whole
House this Winter
%'

O N ’T let cold weather
lock you up in one room.
A Perfection Smokeless Oil
Heater will bring glowing
warmth and cheer to every
room of the house. W ith the
Perfection heater near, you
can dress in comfort, clean
in comfort, set the table in
comfort, and live in comfort
generally.

D

The Perfection gives 10 hours of
glowing w arm th on one gallon of
oil. Clean— quick— convenient.
S T A N D A R D O IL C O . O F N E W Y O R K
(Principal Stations)

ALBANY

N E W YORK
BU FFALO

BOSTON

Look for the T ri
an gle Trademark.
In many styles and sizes
at hardware and general
stores everywhere.
H ig h e s t a w a r d P a n a m a -P a c tA o
E x p o sitio n

J0 7

P R -P U R -P E R

PERFECTION

J
M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M AIN E, N O V E M B E R

4, 1915.

lie has been boarding for several Belle Norton, Emily Wood, being in
Deal in Frozen Milk.
In some parts of Siberia milk is
weeks.
Mr. Tufts is 87 years of charge of Emily Wood, Belle Norton
age and a native of the place, his and Thelma French. The ticket booth sold frozen around a piece of wood,
Apphia which serves as a handle to carry it.
father being one of the earliest set was built by Lucille Vosie,
Worms.
tlers.
About 20 guests assembled Stanley, Eva Thomas, Laura Corson,
Signsof worms are: Indiges to do honor to the occasion includ Doris Brown, with Dana Tufts
in
Copper.
tion, variable appetite, crav
Autoists Do Not Heed the Speed
ing for sweets, nausea, ing a number of relatives, among charge of selling the boxes. Thirty-, The electrical conductivity of cop
vomiting, swollen upper lip, tliemi Mr. and Mrs. Milton Young of eight boxes we-re sold, about half of per depends on the total amount of
Law—New Members at Carrasour stomach, offensive New Portland.
A large impurities therein.
Refreshments of ice the number demanded.
breath, hard and full belly, cream, two kinds of cake and fruit number participated in the dancing
bassett Lodge.
eyes heavy and dull, twitchThe costumes in
served.
Mr. Tufts has made which followed.
Trade Mark ing eyelids, itchingwere
of the
home
nose, itching of the rectum,his
short
dry with a son in Lewiston for general were attractive and espec
(S p ecial C o rre sp o n d e n ce .)
cough, grinding of the teeih, little red a number of years.
ially appropriate to the occasion.
Kingfield, November
1.—Walter points sticking out on tongue, starting
Music for the dance was furnished If]
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
G.
Perry
and
little
Holmes, one of a party of J>ixfield during sleep, slow fever
Dr. True’ s Elixir, the 60 years time daughter, Ethel took a trip to Bos the Peerless orchestra, Coffee was
hunters shot a<n 8-point buck at Car- tried Family Laxative and Worm Exserved with the box supper.
ra basset Friday morning
before peller, will expel the worms and restore ton Sunday, taking the train at
P h i l l i p s , M a in e .
Strong.
Mr.
Perry
went
for
an
mi
to
the vim and vigor to your child. Good
breakfast.
Flourish on W ild Clover.
for adults also. Discovered by my fath- delivery truck which, bis brothers
Mrs. Claude Dyer of Lexington has orover 60 years ago. 35c, 50c, and $1.0d
Monuments, Headstones,
have -been constructing for him at . The sturdiness of the Andalusian
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. at all dealers’ . Advice free. Special their Columbus Avenue garage.
horses is attributed to the fact that
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
treatment for tapeworms. S end for
they feed on a species of wild clover
S. Safford for bein days.
-I. L. Eldridge went to Boston Sat
book.
which
grows
only
in
the
Spanish
prov
and
Mrs. Mary Stevens of Strong
urday to purchase a line of Christ ince ot Cadiz.
has been very sick at the home
Cemetery
W
ork
o f all Kinds
mas goods. .
of her son, C. W. Stevens but is now AUBURN, MAINE & /v/.
There were showers Friday with
pronounced better.
Her son, Mar
N O T IC E .
a warm rain at night, the mild weari
tin Stevens with whom she lives
C. B. Hutchins is clerking for A. er continuing to cles-e the week.
,
P H IL L IP S
ME.
visited her Monday.
The subscriber hereby gives notice
G. Winter.
Principal
L.
P.
Ho-sley,
Miss
Ella
that lie has been dxily appoint
Mr. and Mrs. Alfonso Nickerson of
All orders by mail or in person
Judson Alwood went to Dixfield on
Maxcy, Miss Annah Famum and Miss ed
administrator
with
the will promptly attended to.
Farmington visited Mrs. Nickerson’s bus lines s Monday.
Ada
Smith, of tire Kingfield schools annexed of the estate of Wes
brother, J. M. Dolbier over Sunday.
Harold Hutching and Miss Hazel
attended the State Teachers’ Con ley N. Hoar, late
of Phillips,
Walter Baker is about to occupy Weymouth were here from
Strong
vention at Bangor from Wednesday in the County of Franklin, deceased,
his new house on Salem street. The Monday.
till Saturday.
Miss Smith will re and given bonds as the law directs. Ail
rent he will vacate in the Lester
The candidacy of Rev. Irving TowsDurrell building has been engaged by ley of Washington, Vt., for pastor of main over another day a guest of a persons having demands against the
H e a d q u a r te r s fo r ev e ry th in g
house party at Orono.
estate of said deceased are desired
Geo. Hamden.
Grace Universalist church is under
Notwithstanding the State law on to present the same for settlement,
in the h a r d w a r e line
Merle Furber and mother, Mrs. O. consideration by the parish.
He
the -subject and the repeated warn and all indebted thereto are request
C. Doibier, Nira Dolbier and Mrs. preached an excellent sermon Sun
Lumbermen’s and Blacksmith’s
ings given through the press and ed to make payment immediately.
Mina Lander visited relatives in Mad day to a good congregation.
from other sources drivers of autos
Supplies, Doors, W indow s, Stoves,
Wiliis A. Hoar.
ison Sunday.
The K. H. S. Athletic Association
continue to take blind corners on the October 19, 1951.
Tuesday after
Tinware, Plumbing G ood s, Sport
Mrs. Dumphy, who has been keep at a meeting held
wrong side of the road, and at a
ing house for Robt. Clark returned school voted to buy uniforms for the
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Yarnisb,
high rate of speed in Kingfield at
N O T IC E .
boys’ basket ball team.
to Dead River Wednesday.
least.
It is this mental obtuseness,
Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
J.
C. French has given up his job C. W. Voise was in Wintlirop, Liv willful or stupid negligence that is
The subscriber hereby gives notice
of case maker at the J. & B. mill ermore and Augusta on business
the cause not only of automobile ac that he has been duly appointed ad Automobile Supplies, etc.
and taken the position of assistant Wednesday.
cidents hut for sheeting men
for ministrator of the estate of Clin
W e buy for the lowest spot cash
District Deputy Grand Matron Anna
machinist at the R. C. Huse Bull
deer.
Speed limit signs have been ton V. Starbird, late of Strong,
prices and give our customers the
L.
Snow
of
Wilton
visited
Signal
Ligh
Spool mill.
posted at the outskirts of the village in
benefit of the same.
the
County
of
Franklin,
I. L. Eldridge made a business Chapter O. E. S. in her official cap
restricting drivers to 15 miles, yet deceased, and given bonds as the
acity
Tuesday
evening,
October
26.
trip to Madrid Monday.
forty would be nearer
till e
speed law directs.
All persons having de
.Mr. and Mrs. Washington Harring
Mrs. Jes.se Phillips of Strong visit
driven not only by outside cars but mands against the estate of said de
ed Mr. and Mrs. Amos Phillips this ton and Mr. and Mrs. Ivis Harring
by some home drivers.
ceased are desired to present, the
week.
ton of Gardiner were the guests Kof
The cold wave late last we-ek has same for settlement, and all indebted
H. Rugg of Bethel, brother-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. Sulviro Sprague and
moderated to warm again.
A few thereto are requested to make pay
Leon Sanborn, will move here in a other relatives for a few days this
days since the ground was covered ment immediately.
few days with the intention of mak week.
with snow at several points in the
Raymond A. Starbird.
James Boardu^n was arrested at
ing Kingfield his home and working
Dead River country.
October 19, 1915.
Salem by Deputy Sheriff L. P. Hinds
iu the mills.
H. S. Wing went to Boston Mon
Mrs. Hannah Williams is sick with and brought before Trial Justice O.
day.
P R O B A T E N O T IC E S .
C. Dolbier Tuesday morning on the
asthma.
A new line o f Dressers of
The eleven months old child of
Bnd
Mrs. Carl Cole and Agnes Checkley charge of stealing silverware
Geo. Bickford is sick with cholera
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Far
all descriptions.
superphosphate of W. S. Dodge of
were in Phillips Sunday.
infantum.
mington, in and for the County of
Probable cause was found
C. W. Cook of Strong is working Salem.
The Masquerade Hallowe’en party Franklin, on the third Tuesday of
and in default of bail the prisoner
for R. C. Huse.
given by the Senior class of
the October in the year of our Lord one
Ephraim McMullen iis horn© from was committed to the county jail.
j Kingfield High school at French’s thousand nine hundred and fifteen,
Hebron.
The High, Grammar and Intermed
j hall Friday evening, October 29, was the following matters having been
Cloyd Smia.ll was home from
his iate schools omitted sessions
last
unusually well attended and a pro presented for the action thereupon
Phillips,
Maine
school in Anson Valley over Saturday week on account of the State Con
nounced success, the receipts being hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
and
vention at Bang of which was attend
and Sunday.
between $60 and $70, for which Miss ordered:
That notice thereof
be
STRONG - MAINE.
Eddie Savage has been sick
for ed by the Principal and three other
j Barbara Benson for the class is en given to all persons interested, by
teachers.
several days.
titled to especial credit. These part causing a copy of this order to be
Donald Collins of Dixfield is visitCarraha-sset Rebekah Lodge admit
ies have become famous for
their published three weeks successively iu
ing his aunt, Mrs. Herbert Walker.
ted six new members at their regu
hail decorations and this year was tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub
Dorothy Stevens, little daughter of lar meeting Wednesday evening, Oct
no exception in that line.
The ar lished at Phillips, in said Coun
ober 27:
Mrs. L. P. Hosley, Miss
Grace Stevens, its quite ill.
rangements were in charge of the ty, that they may appear at a Pro
Lou Carville Went to Bingham Mabel Furrough, Mrs. Percy Wilbur,
Misses Clarice Weymouth,
Emma bate Court to be held at said Far
Office over National Bank.
Thursday to visit relatives. She re-1 Miss Estha Savage, Berdell
PinkDolbier, Bernice Whitten,
Mildred mington, on the third Tuesday of
turned with Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Hun- ham, Forest Pinkham. Supper com
Phillips,
;
Maine
Williamson, Agnes Porter and the October, A. D. 1915, at ten o’clock
newell who went there Friday.
mittee:
Mrs. Bernard Taylor, Mrs.
candy table was presided over
by ir the forenoon, and be heard there- Both 'Phones
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Lander visited Newell Batchelder,
Mrs.
Herbert
Esther Savage, Etinma Dolbier and or if they see cause.
her father at Rumford Tuesday, re With am.
Baked beans, brown bread
Stella Kennedy.
The ice cream
Charles E. Grossman, late of Mad
turning Wednesday.
pie, cake and salads were served.
J. BLAINE MORRISON
booth was constructed by Lou Car rid, deceased.
Petition for admin
Fred Parsons is. home from
the
On account of her recent critical
ville,
Thelma
French,
Esther
Savage,
istration
presented
by
Otis
R.
WithCanada harvest fields.
illness, Mrs. H. H. Hutchins was ver
am.
Rufus Dyer of Lang Plantation i's happily surprised and gratified this
Edwin A. Spencer, late of Rangevisiting Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Dolbier week by remembrance from some of OUR J IT N E Y O F F E R —This and 5<L
Petition for adminis Beal Block. Phillip* Fire and Life InrariM
and other relatives in town.
DON’T "MISS THIS.
Cut out this ley, deceased.
her friends with presents of a nice
kitchen cabinet, oilcloth for the kit slip, enclose with five cents to Fol tration presented by Leona S*pencer.
Warren Stevens, late of Rangeley,
chen floor, a dining table and four ey & Co., Chicago, 111., writing your
W E L L - E X P A N D E D L U N G S N O T EPetition for administrat
dining chairs.
name and address clearly. You will deceased.
NO UG H.
A new stock shed 20x200 is being receive in return a trial package con ion presented by Abram R. Stevens.
C. E. Proctor, late of
Weld,
Pure blood is indispensable to the built at the Huse Bull Spool plant. taining Foley’s Hctney and Tar Com
DENTIST
First account of adminis
Joseph Tufts was given a birthday pound, for coughs, colds and croup, deceased.
health and strength, of the lungs.
Hours
8
to
12; 1 to 4.
Evenings by
tration
presented
by
F.
S.
Schofield,
The delicate structure of these organ party Thursday afternoon by his cou Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley Cath
appointment.
executor.
artic
Tablets.
Floyd
E.
Parker.
sin,
Mrs.
Jane
Davidson,
with
wham
makes it necessary.
When the bloo
Edwin F. Morrison, late of Rangeis impure the lungs lose their tone,
5000 Cords
ley,
deceased. Petition for widow’s
and even,
if they are permitted to
'
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar PulpAP
allowance, presented by Agnes W.
expand freely, they have not the D O N ’T K N O W T H E Y H A V E
wood wanted, delivered at any station
Morrison.
P E N D IC IT I S .
power fully to perform their import
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R.
Margaret J. Kempton,
late of between Farmington and Rangeley and
ant work.
The fact is, there is
Many Phillips people have chronic
Phillips, deceased.
Final account of between Strong and Sal^jp.
nothing more necessary in our physi
Wesley J. Kempton executor.
A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me
cal economy than pure blood—the appendicitis (which is not very pain
kind of blood that Hood’s Sarsaparil ful) and think it is just bowel or
Some have doc
la makes.
This medicine is
the stomach trouble.
good old reliable family remedy for tored for years for gas on the stom
constipation
diseases of the blood, scrofula., rheu ach, sour stomach or
We are prepared to do all kinds of Automobile Repairing and
matism, catarrh, and low or run and E. H. Whitney states if they will
Machine Work. If you want your car overhauled this winter, and
down ccmdiitions of the system. At. try simple buckthorn, bark, glycerine,
put in first-class shape for next season, bring it to us. Our shop
this time, when coughs and colds are etc., as compounded in Adler-i-ka, the
is now equipped for making new parts to replace those that have
they
so prevalent, Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a German appendicitis remedy,
become broken or worn out.
invaluable tonic.
Get it to-day, and will be surprised at the QUICK ben
Prices reasonable and entire satisfaction guaranteed.
A SINGLE DOSE stops these
begin to take it at once.
Accept no efit.
Second hand cars bought and sold.
troubles iNST/ NTLY.
substitute.

Sap Children’s Health
HALLOWE’EN PARTY Worms
Mothers often wonder why their chil
are not rugged and hardy.In a
BY THE SENIORS dren
vast number of cas s the trouble is—

t

No. Franklin

Marble W orks

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

JUST IN

C. F. Chandler & Son,

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

A tto rn e y - a t - Law

D r. W . J. C a rter,

DON’T FORGET

REPAIR W ORK
that will
P L E A S E YOU
if done by

SHORTHAND
w n

BUSINESS

TELEGRAPH!

PAYMFNT

I N A I W A N f F has been the policy ofth is instution for thirty years
»»” f v l / "
Wc recognize the purchaser’s rights to an examina
tion of the goods, and a test of their quality before payment is required. Do not wait for a
more convenient season—-it will not come.

1”'-' 1 rtl lfll.ll *

PORTLAND

BANGOR

AUGUSTA

The Phillips Motor Co.,

Sole agents for V E E D O L PRODUCTS for Phillips.

ROLLINS & BEAN,
Upper V illage,

Phillips, Maine

THE BATCHELDER RESTAURANT

is reopened under the same management, and the same service
will be offered the public as before. Meals will be served and a
Auto livery for long or short distances. fine line of pastry, bread, etc. will always be on hand.
W e carry a full line of school supplies.
Let us overhaul your car this winter
Evan S. Hutchins, I
_
Ed. F. Perry,
j ProPrietora,

and put it in shape for next season.

H. E,. B A T C H E L D E R , P h il li p s , M e .

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , N O V E M B E R 4, 1915.
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angling red lines like the legs of a cen
tipede, the feeders of the various sys merr'giv© The the freightage controlled then a nasal voice drawled into the]
W H E N H E R BACK A C H E S
j
tems which were under control of the by your six companies, and I’llvtoss silence.
the rest of the country's freightage
“Allison;” it was the voice of old|
new Atlantic-Pacific railroad.
A Woman
Finds
All Her Energy
Joseph G. Clark, who had built the
“ That’s a brilliant piece of engi to a beggar.”
and Ambition Slipping Away.
“
You
forgot
Chisholm,”
Babbitt
re
Standard Cereal company out of one
neering, Allison,” observed huge Rich
ard Haverman, by way of pleasant minded him, and Banker Chisholm’s wheat elevator; “ who is to be the mon
> Phillips women know how the
comment, and he glanced admiringly white mutton-chops turned pink from arch of your new empire?”
come
For just a moment Allison looked aches and pains that often
at Allison after his eye bad roved the appreciation which glowed in his
about him. Vastly different as these when the kidneys fail make life a
around the little company of notables. ruddy-veined face.
“Allison was quite right,” returned men were, from the full-bearded Hav burden.
Backache, hip pains, head
The feat of bringing these seven men
‘By
together at a specific hour was great big Haverman with a dry smile. “ The erman to the smooth-shaven old Jo-1 aches, dizzy spells, distressing urin
George Randolph Chester
er than having consolidated the bril freightage income on money is an item seph G. Clark, there was some one ex ary troubles, are frequent indie attons
and Lillian Chester
scarcely worth considering.”
pression which was the same in every of weak
liant new Atlantic-Pacific railroad.
kidneys and should be
“ Give
the Atlantic-Pacific this man, and that expression was mas
“ Let’s get to the details,” barked a
checked
in
time.
Doan’s Kidney
voice with the volume of a St. Ber freight, and, inside of two years, the tery. These men, by the sheer force
nard. It came from Arthur Grandin, entire business of the United Statea, of their personality, by the sheer domi Pills are for the kidneys only. They
Illustrated b y O . D. R h o d e s
the head of the Union Fuel company, with all its ramifications, will be nance of their wills, by the sheer viril attack kidney diseases by striking at
Here’s proof of tlieir
which controlled all the wood and coal merged in one management, and that ity of their purposes, by the sheer dog the cause.
management ours. We shall not need ged persistence which balks at no ob merit in a Phillips woman’s words:
ft V .v .v .’ .’ . v . w . '. m v A v . ' in the United States, and all the oil in
the world. His bald spot came exactly to absorb, nor purchase, a single rail stacle and hesitates at no foe, had
Mrs. Alonzo Record, Pleasant St.,
(Copyright, 1914, by the Red Book Corporation)
fought and strangled and throttled Phillips, says: “ Doan’s Kidney PiUs
on a level with the back of his chair, road until it is bankrupt.”
S Y N O P S IS .
“ Sensible idea, Allison,” approved their way to the.top, until they stood are the only medicine that
and he wore a fierce mustache.
ever
Chapter I—At a vestry meeting of
“ I’m putting in the Atlantic-Pacific Clark of the Standard Cereal company. head and shoulders above all the gave me relief from backache and
“It’s
a
logical
proposition
which
I
had
strong men of their respective do
the Market Square church Gail Sar- as my share of the pool, gentlemen,”
I suffered so much
mains, safe from protest or dispute kidney trouble.
eent listens to a discussion about explained Allison. “My project, as I in mind years ago.”
that
I
was
discouraged.
I had a
“Allison’s
stroke
of
genius,
it
seems
of
sovereignty,
because
none
has
risen
the sale of the church tenements to have told you, is to make this the
to me, consists in getting us together,” strong enough to do them battle. They very lame and sore back and it was
main
trunk,
the
vertebrae
as
it
were,
Edward E. Allison, local traction
The secre
of the International Transportation smiled Haverman, hanging his arm were the undefeated champions of hard for me to stoop.
king, and when asked her opinion of |
their classes, and the life of every tions from my kidneys were unnat
company. I have consolidated with over the back of his chair.
the church by Rev. Smith Boyd, says i the A.-P. the Municipal Transporta
Banker Chisholm leaned forward on man in that group was an epic! Who ural,
I finally got a box of Doan’s
:t is apparently a lucrative business tion company, and I have put my en the table, and stroked his round chin w_as to be monarch of the new empire? Kidney Pills at Preble’s Drug Store
enterprise.
tire fortune in it, to lay it on the table reflectively. “ There would be some
and they soon relieved me. It wasn’t
[ disorganization, and perhaps financial
Chapter II —Allison taikes Gail rid- ' absolutely unencumbered.”
long before I was cured.”
' disorder, in the first two years,” he
'iig in his motor car.
When he sug-; He threw down the Atlantic-Pacific
Price 50^, at all dealers. Don’t
considered; “but the railroads are al- 1
gests he is entitled to rest on the j railroad and the Municipal Transporta ready harassed too much by the gov- j
simply
ask for a kidney remedy—
tion company in the form of a onelaurels of his achievements, she asks
get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same
ernment to thrive under competition,
sheet typewritten paper.
the disturbin.e' question:
“ W hy?”
that cured Mrs. Record.
Foster“ We'd bettor appoint someone to and, in the end, I believe this proposed
Chapter III —Gail, returning to her look after the legal end of things,” centralization would be the best thing
Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
Uncle Jim's home from her drive suggested the towering Haverman, for the interests of the country;”
with Allison, finds cold disapproval whose careless, lounging attitude con wherein Chisholm displayed that he
boats on the Yang-Tse-Kyang, supplies
in the eyes of Rev. Smith Boyd, who trasted oddly with his dignified long was a vestryman of Market Square
the oil for the lubrication of the car
church wherever he went.
beard.
is calling there.
of Juggernaut, and works the propel
“ What is your proposition?” asked
Chapter IV—At a bobsled
party I “ I’ll take care of it,” said W. T. Chis
ler of every aeroplane? Not big
holm of the Majestic Trust company, Grandin, who, because of the self-as
Gail finds the world uncomfortably
enough, when already the organiza
and drawing the statement in front of sertion necessitated by his diminutive
full of men, and Allison tells Jim Sar him, he set a paperweight on it.
tions represented here have driven
J size, seemed pompous, but was not. No
their industries into every quarter of
gent that his new ambition is
to
“ The first step is not one of incor ! pompous man could have merged the
the earth? What shall you say when
conquer the world.
poration,” went on Allison. “ Before wood, coal and oil interests, and, hav
we join to our nucleus the great
Chapter V—Allison starts a camL that is done there must be hut one ing merged them, swung them over
steamship lines and the foreign rail
his
own
shoulder.
railroad
system
in
the
United
States.”
paign for consolidation and control
roads? Not big enough? Gentlemen,
Allison’s answer consisted of one
of the entire transportation system j Smooth-shaven old Joseph G. Clark
look here!” He strode over to the big
nodded his head. There was but one i word.
of the world.
“ Consolidation,” he said
globe. From New York to San Fran-'
cereal company in the United States,
CHAPTER V I —Gail becomes popu
cisco a red line had already been
There was a moment of silence, !
and the Standard, in the beginning,
lar and Aunt- Helen thinks it neces had been the smallest. Two of the , while these men absorbed that simple
traced. Now he took a pencil In his
sary to advise her as to matrimon heads of rival concerns were now in idea, and glanced speculatively, not at
hand, and placing the point at New!
York, gave the globe a whirl, girding!
ial probabilities.
Clark's employ, one was a pauper, and Allison, but at each other. They were ;
it completely. “Gentlemen, there is
Chapter V II —Allison gains control three were dead. He disliked the pau kings, these heads of mighty corpora- !
your empire!”
j
tions, whose emissaries carried their ;
of transcontinental traffic and ar per.
Again the nasal voice of old Joseph!
ranges to absorb the Veddetr court I Robert E. Taylor of the American sovereignties into the farthest corners 1
of the earth. Like friendly kings, they !
G. Clark drawled into the silence.
tenement property of Market Square Textiles company, a man who had
“I suggest that we discuss in detail1
quite disproved the theory that con had helped each other in the protec
clurch.
-------------■>/ the conditions of the consolidation,
structive business genius was confined tion of their several domains; but this j v— ---- ----Chapter VIII—Gail visits Vodder to the North, smoothed his gray mus was another matter.
“ I'll Jump on You Tomorrow in the he remarked.
court, and meeting Boyd there, tells 1 tache reflectively, with the tip of his
“ That’s a large proposition, Ed,”
The bell of Allison’s house phond1*
Stock Exchange.”
him that the cathedral
Market middle finger, all the way out to its |stated Vance, very thoughtfully. All
rang.
i sense of levity had gone from this Allison answered that question as
“ Mr. Dalrymple, sir,” said the voice
Square church proposes to build Will long point.
of Ephraim.
“ I can see where you will tear up meeting. They had come, as they simply as he had the others.
be out of profits wrung from squal“Very well,” ' replied Allison. “ Show
“ The best man,” he said.
the east and west traffic situation to a thought, to promote a large mutual in
There had been seven big men in *him-into the study Babbitt, will you
Chapter IX—Gail becomes the cen -; considerable extent,” he thoughtfully terest, but not to weld a Frankenstein.
“ I did not understand your project to
'>■ad to the gentlemen this skeleton,
ter of magnetic attraction for the commented; “but without fhe impor be so comprehensive. I fancied your America. Now there were eight. They ]
tant north and south main trunks you
plan of organization? If you’ll excuse
all
recognized
that.
men of her aunt’s social set.
idea to be that the various companies
cannot make a tight web.”
“ Of course,” went on Allison, “ my me, I’ll be back in five minutes.”
(Continued from last week.)
“Dalrymple?” inquired Taylor.
Allison went over to his wall map, represented here, with ^Chisholm as proposition does not assume that any
“Yes,” answered Allison abstracted
with a step in which there was the financial controller, should take a mu man here will begin by relinquishing
” “HelioT Gall,ir greeted the cheery spring of a boy. A. L. Vance of the tual interest in the support of the At
control of his own particular branch j ly, and went into the study.
voice of Allison, as she came in. ‘‘My
He and Dalrymple looked at each
United States Supplies company, lantic-Pacific, for the purpose of con of the International Transportation
dance next, isn’t it?”
which controlled beef, sugar and prac solidating the railroad interests of the company; sugar, beef, iron, steel, o il: other silently for a moment, with the
His voice was so good, so comfort tically all other food products, except country under one management, there
and the other commodities will all be old enmity shining between them. Dal
ing, so reassuring.
those mighty necessities under the by serving our own transportation* under their present handling; but each | rymple, a man five years Allison’s
"I think so,” she replied, standing sways of the Standard Cereal com needs.”
branch will so support and benefit the j senior, a brisk speaking man with a
hesitantly in the doorway, and thank pany and Eldridge Babbitt’s National
“Very well put, Vance,” approved other that the position of the consoli protruding jaw and deep-set gray eyes,
ful that the lights were canopied in Dairy Products consolidation, studied I Taylor, smoothing his pointed musdation itself will be impregnable ' had done more than any other one hu
this room.
the buoyant Allison with a puzzled ex j tache.
against competition or the assaults of man being to develop the transporta
Allison drew the memorandum pad pression. He had seen Allison grow
“ That is a mere logical development government. The advantages of con tion systems of New York, but his gift
toward him, and rose.
to care-burdened manhood, and sud of the railroad situation,” returned Al- trol, collection and distribution, are so had been in construction, in creation,
“By the way, there’s one thing I for denly Ed seemed twenty years young ; lison. “ If I had not cemented this di
vast that they far outweigh any pos whereas Allison’s had been in combi
got to tell you, Babbitt, and it’s rather er. Only Eldridge Babbitt knew the rect route, someone would have made sible question of personal aggrandize nation; and Dalrymple had gone into
important.” He hesitated and glanced secret of this miraculous rejuvenes the consolidation you mention within ment.”
the railroad business.
toward the door ‘‘You’ll excuse me cence. Babbitt had married late in ten years, for the entire railroad situ
“Don’t hedge, Allison,” barked Ar
just half a minute, won t you, Gail?”
(To Be Continued)
ation has been disorganized since the thur Grandin. “You expressed it
life; a beautiful young woman!
She had noticed that assumption of I “ The key to the north and south sit |death of three big men in that field; right in the first place. You’re put
intimate understanding in him before,
uation is here,” said Allison, and he and the scattered holdings would be, ting it up to us to step out of the local
and she had secretly admired it. Now
M A D E O V E R A G A IN .
drew a firm, swift, green line down i and are, an easy prey for anyone vital- championship class, and contend for
It was a comfort and a joy.
across the United States, branching at ' ly interested enough to invade the in the big belt.”
“Surely,” she granted, and passed'
Mrs. Jennie Miner, Davidson, Ind-.,
each end. “ George Dalrymple will be dustry. I have no such minor propo
“ The prize isn't big enough,” pro
on in to the library alcove, a sheltered
“I can truthfully say Fol
here in half an hour, and by that time sition in mind. I propose, with the 1 nounced W. T. Chisholm, as if he had writes:
nook where she was glad to be alone,
I trust we may come to some agree Atlantic-Pacific as a nucleus, to, first, decided for them all. As befitted his ey Cathartic Tablets are the best I
to rescue herself from the whirl of
as I have said, bring the financial ter calling, he was slower minded than ever used.
ment.”
They are so mild in ac
anger, and indignation, and humilia
“ It depends on what you want,” minals of every mile of railroad in the the rest. There are few quick turns tion.
I
feel
like I had been made
tion-above all, humiliation—which
boomed Arthur Grandin, who, sitting United States into one central office. in banking.
over again."’
They keep stomach
had swept around her. Her face was beside the immense Haverman, looked With this I then propose to combine
“Not big enough?” repeated Allison. sweet, liver active and bowels regu
hot and cold by turns, and she was al
as if that giant had shrunk him by his the National Dairy Products consolida “ Not big enough, when the Union Fuel
They banish constipation, indi
most on the point of crying, in spite
tion, the Standard Cereal company, company already supplies every can lar.
mere proximity.
of her constantly reiterated self-ad
“F righ t, to begirt with,” stated Alli the Amalgamated Metals Constructive dle which goes into the Sudan, runs gestion, biliousness, sick headache.
monishment that she must control her son, resuming his place at the head of company, the Union Fuel, American
the pumps on the Nile_and the motor Floyd E. Parker.
self here, when Allison came to the the table, but not his seat. “ You gen Textiles, the United States Supplies,
door of the alcove.
tlemen represent the largest freight and the stupendous financial interests
“All right, Gail,” he said laconically. age interests in the United States. swayed by the banks tributary to the
She felt suddenly weary, but she You all know your relative products, Majestic Trust company. I propose to
rose and joined him. When she and yet, in order to grasp this situation weld these gigantic concerns into one
slipped her hand in his arm, strong, completely, I wish to enumerate them. corporation, which shall be the mightiand warm, and pulsing, she was aware Babbitt’s National Dairy Products con |est organization the world has ever
of a thrill from it, but the thrill was solidation can swing the shipment of known. Beginning with the control of
just restfulness.
every ounce of butter, cream, cheese, transportation, it will control all food,
"You look a little tired,” judged the eggs and poultry handled in this coun all apparel, all construction materials,
practical Allison, as they strolled, side try; Clark's Standard Cereal company, all fuel. From the shoes on his feet
by s’de, into the hall, and he patted wheat, corn, oats, rice, barley, malt, to the rqof over his head, every man
the slender hand which lay on his flour, every ounce of breadstuffs or in the United States of America, from
arm.
' *
cereal goods, grown on American soil; 'a borer to president. shall pay tribute
“Not very,” she lightly replied, and Haverman, the Amalgamated Metals to the International Transportation i
unconsciously she* snuggled her hand Constructive company, every pound company. Gentlemen, If l have
more comfortably into its resting of iron, lead and copper, and every ton dreamed big, it is because I have dealt
place. A little sigh escaped her lips, of ore, from the moment it leaves the with men who deal only in large,
deep-drawn and fluttering. It was a ground until it appears as an iron web dreams. What I propose Is an empire
sigh of content.
in a city sky or spans a river; Grandin, greater than that ever swayed by any
the Union Fuel company, coal and monarch in history. We eight men,,
C H A P T E R X.
wood, from Alaska to Pennsylvania, who are here in this room, can build
with oil and all ^ts enormous by-prod that empire with a scratch of a pen,
“Gentlemen, There Is Your E m p ire !” ucts; Taylor, the American Textiles and can hold it against the assaults
The seven quiet gentlemen who sat company, wool, cotton, flax, the raw of the world!”
with Allison at his library table, fol and finished material of every thread
His voice rang as he finished, and.
lowed the concluding flourish of his of clothing we wear, or any other tex Babbitt looked at him in wonder. Al
hand toward the map on the wall, and tile fabric we use except silks; Vance, lison had always been a strong man,
either nodded or blinked appreciative the United States Supplies company, hut now, in this second youth, he was
ly. The red line on his map was com meat, sugar, fruit, the main blood and an Antaeus springing fresh from the
plete now, a broad, straight line from sinew builders of the country. Gentle- earth. There was a moment’s lull, and
the Atlantic to the Pacific, and to it
’Werg added, .on either sid©, irregular,
;« ^ W V .V .V W .V .W .V r t V .» .
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The Ball
o f Fire

IS E S R E A M
D E L i e i O U S

An Ice Cream made from pure
cream in our own sanitary plant
is attracting attention of the
auto parties who go through
Strong,
Call on us your next
trip.

C. E. DYER,

I STRONG,

MAINE.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

Peavy Bros.
C

l o t h e s

New and up-tothe-minute styles
in Winter over
coats.
Overcoats
that are exception
ally well made and
trimmed.
Ov e r c o a t s for
men and young
men that are made
to wear and give
satisfaction.
We
shall be glad at any
time to show you
these elegant over
coats and have you
try them on.

At the Clothing Store.

D. F. HOYT
No. 5 Beal Block

MAINE

PHILLIPS,

Agency for the
Universal Steam Laundry

The regular meeting of
North
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Berry, Charlie
Pinkham and Mrs. F. F. Lunt motor- >Franklin Grange held Saturday after
ed to West Farmington last Sunday noon, October 30 was well attended.
where they passed a most delightful Visitors from several Granges were
The first and second de
day as the guests of Mr. and Mrs. present.
F. F. Lindsey.
At noon they were grees were worked on Otto and Lura
An all day's meeting will
invited to partake of a most appetiz Badger.
ing dinner consisting of the follow be held Saturday, November 20, when
ing menu of good things:
Mashed the third and fourth degrees will be
It is hoped that
State
potato, steak, squash, celery, cran worked.
berry jelly, pudding, apple and pump Lecturer C. W. Purington will be
As it was
kin pie, doughnuts and cheese, ang- present at that time.
ef sponge and chocolate cake, cof late there was no program. A spec
fee, tea and cocoa.
In the after ial meeting will be held Monday
noon other friends came in and mus evening, November 8 at 8 o’clock
ic was enjoyed.
Mrs. Lunt,
who sharp when the first and second de
Let all at
has been visiting her brother, Mr. grees will be worked.
Berry for a few weeks past, did not tend who can.
Charles Stevens has been a for
return to Phillips.
tunate
hunter and secured a doe
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Austin of Lew
iston were the week-end guests of in No. 6 last week.
Saturday evening,
November
6,
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field.
Sunday
they passed at Mr. Field’s hunting Mr. and Mrs, M'ilton Stinchfield will
camp in Madrid, Hon. and Mrs. H. give a reception to their friends at
B. Austin joining them for dinner. their home, on the Stinchfield &
Mr. Austin returned to Lewiston on Grover farm, and everyone is cor
Monday but Mrs. Austin and child dially invited.
The W. C. T. U. meeting will be
ren will remain for a week or so
with her mother, Mrs. Emma Shep he Id with Miss Luette Timberlake
Friday, November 5, at 2.30 in the
ard.
afternoon.
Mrs. Mary Field and Mrs. G. H.
The King’s Daughters will meet
Hamlin went to Boston Tuesday noou
with
Mrs. Proctor Smith
Friday
for a visit with relatives, Mrs. Ham
lin remaining for a few weeks only evening, November 5.
C. E. Johnson, solicitor fotr the
while Mrs. Field plans to he away
Lewiston Journal has been in town
for several months.
Miss Galvin, who has been with this week on that business.
Josiali S. Maxcy of Gardiner was
Mrs. F. N. Beal for several weeks,
a business caller in town last week
left Phillips on Monday.
Hon. H. B. Austin made his regu and while here purchased some val
lar business trip to Augusta
this uable land in Madrid knewn as the
It con
week by auto and was accompanied Chick and Lar.rahee land.
by Mrs. Austin and Mr. and Mrs. D. sists of about 1,140 acres and has
F. Field.
The ladies also plan to excellent white birch on it.
Fred Moulton, principal of
the
make a trip to Portland before thfcir
Grammar school, attended the Teach
return home.
The Christmas Present club will ers’ convention in Bangor last week
be entertained by Mrs. H. B. Austin aud stopped off Saturday and visited
his mother, Mrs. Winnie J. Moulton
next Tuesday afternoon.
The Misses Emma and. Jennie ;n North Jay until Sunday.
Hollis Holt and sister-, Miss Shirley
Woodman of Natick, Mass., who have
Holt
went to Livermore Falls Mon
been the guests of their aunt, Mrs.
Julia Lambert and Mrs. Alice- Tooth- day in their auto to visit relatives,
aker for several weeks returned to returning heme Tuesday.
Mrs. W. S. Schofield and daughter,
their home last week.
Miss Elsie Badger is visiting her Miss Wilhelmina, who have been in
^sister, Mrs. J. L. Boston. Miss Bad- Phillips with the former's father, E.
: gcr, who it will be remembered was in J.. Ross and other relatives for over
. the hospital at Portland for
treat- a year, left for their home in San
Miss Wil
' ment some weeks ago, is improved Diego, Cal., last week.
li
ebmin
a,
who
is
possessed
with a
: in health somewhat but is yet unable
to resume work.
She visited rela sweet voice has aided very material
tives in Jay before coming to Pttiil- ly with the singing in the church
choir and other entertainments dur
|Ups.
Janet and Herbert McKenzie left ing- her sojourn in town, and she will
as
home Saturday to enter Gray’s Bus he much missed there as well
iness College in Portland. They will ir; other social affairs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Richard sen
be located at 48 Spring street
for
the winter.
Messrs. F. L. Blinn, proprietor of
Hotel Eagle and L. H. Additton, ag
ent for the Overland, of Brunswick
and C. W. Clifford, Jeweler, and C.
W. Clifford, Jr., proprietor of the
Bath Garage, Bat’1, stopped over at
: the Elmwood Frdiay night on their
way to S. C. Harden’s camp, at Long
Pond for a week's hunting.
Mr. Frank Smith, leader of
the
singing at the revival meetings was
presented Sunday evening with a
purse of $6.50 from the ladies of the
W. C. T. U. to show their appreci: ation of his work in Phillips, and on
l Saturday evening the Rev.
Felix
; Powell was presented with a bou
quet of red and white carnations by
Harold Beedy, representing the mem
bers of the Epworth League.
Mrs. Lester Sprague cf Farming: ton was the week-end guest of her
son, Carrel] Noyes and family.
Mrs. Mary Gleason returned home
last week on Wednesday
from a
I three weeks’ visit to Mr. and Mrs.
j Nelson White in Hiram and friends
j in other places.
Mr. and
Mrs.
! White formerly resided on a fapm
in Avon.

Th e R o ya l Tailo rs
C H IC A G O

COATS
Children’ s Coats,
$4.50, $5.00, $6.00
Misses’ Coats, age 15 to 20,
$7.50,,$8, $9, $10, $12
Ladies’ Coats,
$5, $8, $9, $10, $1-2, $13.50, $15, $18, $20, $25

HATS

Authorized
Resident 1’ea'er

50 cents to $1.00
$1, $1.50, $2, $2.50, $3

SWEATERS
Children’ s Sweaters,
Ladies’ Sweaters,
M en’s Sweaters,
•

50 cents, $1.00, $1.50
$1.00, $3.00, $3.75, $4.50, $6.50
$1.00, $4.50, $5.00

WINTER UNDERWEAR
Children’ s and Misses’ Union Suits,
Ladies’ Union Suits,
Children’s Vests and Pants,
Ladies’ Vests and Pants.
Boys’ Vests and Drawers,

50
50 cents, $1.00,
25
25, 50 cents,
25

cents
$1.25
cents
$1.00
cents

HOSIERY
25 cents
25, 50, 75 cents

Ladies’ Fleeced Hose,
M en’s Heavy Wool Stockings,

PUFFS
$1.50, $2.00, $2.50
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50

Good Quality of Puffs for
Popular Priced Blankets, extra value

HOUSE DRESSES
House Dresses in all sizes,

$1.00, $1.50

OUTING FLANNEL
New Patterns in Outing Flannel

10 cents

“CRUMBS OF COMFORT”
Cushion Tread Boots, good to wear

$2.00

WARM SHOES
Felt Lined Boots, sizes 3 to 8,
Ladies’ Moccasin Slippers,

$1.25
$1.00

MEN’S SHOES
Bass Shoes for Work.
Bass Shoes for Dress.
Bass Shoes for the School Boy.

RUBBERS
All kinds of rubbers for fall and winter.
W e also sell poor rubbers.

W e sell good rubbers.

BLANKETS
Again we wish to call your attention
to our full line of Bed Blankets.
50c to $8.00 a pair.
j

Nothing frightens a mother more
than the loud, hoarse cough of croup.
Labored breathing, strangling, click
ing and gasping for breath demand in
s' ant action. Mrs. T. Neureuer,. Eau
C'aire, YVis., says-: “ Foley’s Honey
and Tar cured my boy of croup
after other remedies failed.” Recom
mended for coughs and colds. Floyd
E. Parker.

B u tte r ic K P a tte r n s in S to c K

C. M. HOYT,
No. 2 Beal Block. Phillips, Maine

WATCH

The
Phillips National Bank:
during alterations and ad
ditions to their present
building will be located in
Beal Block in the rooms
over the stores of C. F.
Chandler & Son and Cony
M. Hoyt.

Farmers’ Tel.

have recently been on a visit to re
latives in Lewiston.
Mrs. Carl Hennings and little
daughter are the guests of Mr. Hen
ning's sister, Mrs. George
Bangs.
Mr. and Mrs. Hennings were employ
ed at the Range-ley Lake House the
past season as for several
years
past.

B eef Liver
B eef H eart
Beef Tongue
Fresh Pork
H am and Bacon
Corned Beef
Frankforts
Sausage
Tripe
Clams and Oysters

MOTHERS—
IR R IT A B L E C H IL D R E N :

That fever, paleness, grinding o,f
teeth while asleep, and coated tonj gue are indications that your child j
i has worms in its system.
Kiekapc©
IWorm Killler quickly gets rid of thes j
■parasites.
It is perfectly safe for }
Ieven the most delicate Children. It j
j is pleasant to take, has three affec- !
tive medicinal qualities:—acts as a*
j laxative, expels tine worms, and tones
i up the system.
Begin treatment to1day and eliminate the cause of ir
riiableness.
25<h

All at

BEAN '5j
Wanted

.

PEELED SPRUCE FIR AND

Phillips National Bankji
PHILLIPS,

•

MAINE

Barbering and Pool
JAMES B. ROSS
Cigar?, Cigarettes, Tobacco and
Soft Drinks.
Open until 11 P. M.

N EW YORK

TRADK MARKRaeiSTKRBB

1

Children’ s Hats,
Ladies’ Ready-to-Wear Hats.

FACTS FCR S U F F E R E R S
Pain results from injury or con
gestion.
Be it neuralgia, rheumat
ism, lumbago, neuritis,
toothache,
sprain, bruise, sore stiff muscles or
whatever pain you have yields to
Sloan’s Liniment—brings new fresh
tlood, dissolves the congestion, re
lieves the injury, the circulation is
free and your pain leaves as if by
magic.
The nature of its qualities
penetrate immediately to the sore
sjK>t.
Don't keep on suffering. Get
a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment.
Use
it.
It means instant relief.
Price
25c. and 50<f. $1.00 bottle holds six
times as much as the 25<L size.

C U R E D BOV OF CR OUP.

Open Saturday
Evenings.

eley Store

FRESH PEANUT BUTTER
AT

T O O T H A K E R ’S C A S H S T O R E

N O T IC E

POPLAR:

at
any point on line of Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes
Pulpwood

delivered

Railroad.
.

H A L E Y & FIE L D

Maine
All communications addressed to New Phillips,
Sharon, Me., will receive prompt and
G e t Y o u r B u t t e r P a p e r Pr inted At
careful attention.
P R A N K F. GRAVES

T he

M ain e Woods.

